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Summary
The highly conserved protein actin is the building block in the cytoskeleton of eukaryotic
cells and provides a structural framework known as the microfilament system.The molecular
principle of actin-based amoeboid movement was so successful in evolution that it was kept
nearly identically from lower (e.g. amoebae) to higher (e.g. neutrophils) eukaryotes.To
understand this type of cellular movement one has first to identify and to characterize the
proteins which play a major role during the dynamic rearrangement of actin. The collection
of actin isoforms, of actin-variants and actin related proteins (Arps) in a given cell is known
as the 'actinome' whose number of proteins can be quite different from one organism to the
next. Therefore, the present work describes studies on the actinome of thesocial amoeba
Dictyostelium discoideum, compares the findings with actinomes from other organisms, and
discusses similarities and alterations that might have happened during evolution.
D. discoideum is among the oldest organisms which exhibit actin-based amoeboid movement,
the genome is completely sequenced and the system can be easily studied by molecular and
biochemical approaches. The study was started using bioinformatics and the computational
methods provided a global view on the D. discoideum actinome. It turned out that the D.
discoideum genome conprises a total of 33 actin and 8 Arp genes, seven actin genes are
putative pseudogenes. Interestingly, there are 17 distinguishable actin genes which code for
identical proteins. Phylogenetic analyses helped to understand the putative duplication events
during evolution. Modelling of the three-dimensional structures showed that the typical actinfold, the ATP-binding pocket, and other functional domains are highly conserved.
Homologues of the members of the D. discoideum actinome across various model organisms
clearly demonstrated which amino acids in conserved domains are of special importance. All
Arp subfamilies that are found in mammals are also present in D. discoideum. Two of the
actin related proteins, Arp5 and Arp6, were selected for molecular and cellular studies. Using
fluorescently labeled fusion proteins first data indicated that both Arps are present also in the
nucleus, suggesting an involvement in chromatin reorganization.
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Zusammenfassung
Das hochkonservierte Protein Aktin ist die grundlegende Einheit des Zytoskeletts in
eukaryontischen Zellen und formt das als Mikrofilamentsystem bezeichnete intrazelluläre
Gerüst. Das molekulare Prinzip der amoeboiden Fortbewegung basiert auf Aktin und war so
erfolgreich in Lauf der Evolution, dass es nahezu unverändert geblieben ist von niederen
(z.B. Amoeben) zu höheren (z.B. Neutrophilen) Eukaryonten. Um diesen Typ der zellulären
Forbewegung verstehen zu können, muss man zuerst die Proteine identifizieren und
charakterisieren, die eine Hauptrolle bei den dynamischen Umbauvorgängen im Aktin
Zytoskelett spielen. Alle Aktine, Aktin-Isoformen und Aktin-verwandten Proteine ('actin
related proteins, 'Arps') werden als 'Aktinom' zusammengefasst, dessen Proteinspektrum sich
in den verschiedenen Organismen stark unterscheiden kann. Die vorliegende Arbeit sollte
deshalb das Aktinom der sozialen Amoebe Dictyostelium discoideum charakterisieren, die
Ergebnisse mit den Aktinomen anderer Organismen vergleichen, und Ähnlichkeiten bzw.
Unterschiede, die während der Evolution aufgetreten sind, diskutieren.
D. discoideum gehört zu den ältesten Organismen, deren amoeboide Fortbewegung auf Aktin
beruht, das Genom ist vollständig sequenziert, und das Modell-System kann für molekulare
und biochemische Versuchsansätze verwendet werden. Bioinformatik und Rechner-basierte
Methoden führten zu einem weitgehenden Einblick in das D. discoideum Aktinom. Es zeigte
sich, dass das D. discoideum Genom 33 Aktin- und 8 Arp-Gene enthält, 7 Aktin-Gene
wurden als vermutliche Pseudogene eingestuft. Interessanterweise wurden 17 unterscheidbare
Aktin-Gene gefunden, die für identische Proteine kodierten. Phylogenetische Analysen haben
geholfen, die vermutlichen Genduplikationen im Lauf der Evolution zu verstehen. Die
Modellierung der dreidimensionalen Strukturen gab wichtige Einblicke, inwieweit die
typische Aktinstruktur, die ATP-Bindungstasche, und andere funktionelle Domänen erhalten
geblieben waren. Homologe der Proteine aus dem D. discoideum Aktinom in anderen
Modellorganismen demonstrierten ganz klar, welche Aminosäuren in konservierten Domänen
von besonderer Bedeutung sind. Darüber hinaus konnte festgestellt werden, dass alle Arp
Unterfamilien in D. discoideum auch in Säugern vorhanden sind. Zwei der Aktin-verwandten
Proteine, nämlich Arp5 und Arp6, wurden für weitergehende molekulare und zelluläre
Untersuchungen ausgewählt. Mit Hilfe von GFP-markierten Fusionsproteinen konnte gezeigt
werden, dass beide Arps auch im Nukleus vorhanden und dort wohl an der Umorganisation
des Chromatins beteiligt sind.
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1.. Introducction
1..1 The cyttoskeleton
n in euka ryotic cellls
Thhe cytoskeleton is the structural frrame work of a cell. It is a dynam
mic structuree which
giives the celll its shapee and enablles cellular motion. Itt also acts as a highw
way for
inntracellular transport. The
T typicall eukaryotic cytoskeleeton is usua
ually compo
osed of
m
microfilamennts, microtu
ubules and iintermediatee filaments. All cytoskkeletons con
ntain in
adddition a nuumber of associated pproteins thatt either sup
pport the ovverall struccture or
reegulate cytooskeletal dy
ynamics(Krreis and Vaale, 1999). Furthermoore, the ind
dividual
cyyoskeletons are not sep
parated andd entirely in
ndependent structures bbut they coo
operate
inn many funddamental ceellular activvities. A claassical exam
mple is a ceell division
n which
reequires the interplay between
b
thhe microtub
bular system
m for the separation of the
chhromosomes and the actin cytoskeeleton that organizes finally
f
the ccleavage furrrow to
guuarantee thhe separatio
on of the emerging daughter cells
c
(Fig. 1).The folllowing
deescriptions of the threee major cyytoskeletal systems caan only sum
mmarize the most
chharacteristicc features.

F
Figure 1: Organization
O
n of the miccrotubular and
a the actiin system dduring cytok
kinesis.
U
Using a poorcine kidn
ney proximaal tubule cell line (LL
LC-PK1) m
microtubules were
sstained withh an anti-tu
ubulin antibbody (green
n) and microfilamentss with rhod
daminepphalloidin (red).
(
The merge
m
clearlly shows thee location of F-actin inn the peripheery and
tthe emerginng cleavage furrow, whhereas the microtubules
m
s accumulatte especially
y in the
sspindle (Souurce: (Murtthy and Waddsworth, 20
005), scale bar
b = 10 m
m).

1..1.1 Microofilamentts
M
Microfilamennts are about 5-9nm iin diameter and compo
osed of twoo strands of
o actin
chhains. The filaments form
f
a messh lining att the inner periphery of a cell, thereby
t
reesisting tenssion and maaintaining ccell shape. They
T
also organize
o
dist
stinct structu
ures on
12
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thhe cell mem
mbrane like filopodia,
f
laamellipodia and invagin
nations,and are also kn
nown to
paarticipate inn cell to cell and cell to matrix juncctions(Popp
p and Robinnson, 2011)..

Figuure 2: Actiin filamentts. (A) Eleectron micrograph of an actin
filam
ment. (B) Schematic reepresentatio
on of an actiin filament as a twostartt helix, and (C) of an eepithelial ceell showing the locationn of actin
filam
ments at thee periphery (Source: (A
Alberts, 1994
4)).

1..1.2 Microotubules
M
Microtubuless are cylind
drical structuures of abo
out 24 nm in
n diameter and built frrom 13
linnear protoffilaments, which
w
in tuurn are mad
de of alphaa/beta tubullin subunitss. With
reespect to poolymerizatio
on, microtubbules are polymerized with the hhelp of GTP
P while
m
microfilamennts require ATP(Lloydd, 2011). Microtubule
M
s start from
m the centrrosome
(m
minus ends)) and radiatee towards thhe cell perip
phery (plus ends). Theey act as traacks for
m
motor proteinns which diirect organeelle transporrt. Triplet sets
s form ceentrioles and basal
boodies whichh are the siites of nuclleation for microtubulles. Nine ddoublets org
ganized
arround two microtubule
m
es give risee to cilia an
nd eukaryottic flagellaee which plaay their
roole in cell motility.
m
Microtubules
M
s play also a vital rolee during ceell division as the
m
mitotic spinddle is made of
o microtubbules. They also help in
n the syntheesis of cell walls
w
in
pllants(Paredeez et al., 2006).
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Figuure 3: Micrrotubules. ((A) Electron micrograaph of a mi
microtubule.
(B) Schematic drawing off a microtub
bule, (C) sch
hematic figuure of cells
withh microtubu
ules radiatinng from the centrosom
me. (D) Schheme of a
crosss section of a flaggella show
wing a 9x2
2+2 arranggement of
micrrotubules (S
Source: (Albberts, 1994))).

1..1.3 Intermediate filaments
f
Inntermediate filaments are
a about 100 nm in diaameter and got
g their naames as their sizes
arre in betweeen the diam
meters of m
microfilamen
nts and miccrotubules. U
Unlike the former
onnes which are
a composeed of one sppecific prottein, interm
mediate filam
ments are made
m
up
off many diffferent, often
n tissue-speecific typess of protein
ns. Examplees of interm
mediate
prroteins are nuclear
n
lam
mins, vimenttin like protteins, keratiins and neurronal interm
mediate
fillaments(Heerrmann and
d Strelkov, 22011).
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Figuure 4: Inteermediate ffilaments. (A) Electro
on microgrraph of
interrmediate fillaments. (B
B) Schematiic drawing of an interm
mediate
filam
ment. (C) Scchematic figgure of a ceell with inteermediate fillaments
whicch are in contact
c
witth supramo
olecular stru
uctures at tthe cell
mem
mbrane. (D)) Domain sttructure of various
v
inteermediate fillaments
(Souurce: (Alberrts, 1994)).

1..2 Actin binding
b
prroteins (A
ABP)
A
Actin is know
wn to recru
uita maximuum number of binding
g partners(D
Dominguez, 2004).
M
Most of the ABPs
A
obvio
ously bind to the expo
osed hydrop
phobic cleftt of actin an
nd thus
afffect the connformation of the actinn molecule. As summaarized in Figg. 5, actin-b
binding
prroteins coveer a huge nu
umber of fuunctions thaat are often tightly
t
reguulated by up
pstream
signaling casscades.
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Fiigure 5: The impact off actin bindding protein
ns on polym
merization ki
kinetics and stability
off the microofilament neetwork. Thhe essential feature off actin dynaamics is th
he nearly
500:50 equilibbrium of monomeric
m
((G-actin) an
nd filamenttous (F-actiin) in a liv
ving cell.
N
Normal polym
merization kinetics (a, middle pan
nel) can be stimulated by nucleatiion (b) if
thhe cell needds instantaneeously morre actin filam
ments, or in
nhibited (c)) if low viscosity is
reequired in thhe cytoplasm. Several families off actin bind
ding proteinns directly influence
thhese kineticss. Severing proteins reeduce the nu
umber of fiilaments, seequestering proteins
loower the concentraion
c
n of polym
merizable actin,
a
capping proteinns inhibit filament
ellongation, or
o formins enhance
e
thee appearancce of actin filaments
f
byy nucleatio
on. Other
acctin bindingg proteins act
a as motorr proteins, or
o stabilize existing neetworks by filament
brranching annd crosslinkiing, or assoociation with
h the membrane(Rajeshh, 2006).
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1.3 Motor proteins
Motor proteins are a group of proteins that translate the chemical energy in the cell
into movement. This could result in intracellular movements like transport of
organelles and vesicles, cytokinesis or other motile activities like those of ciliated cells
and muscles. Motor proteins are classified on the type of cytoskeletal structure they
travel on. Myosin interacts with microfilaments; dynein and kinesin are motors that
interact with microtubules. Motors that interact with intermediate filaments are not yet
known. The typical structure is a head region which is the domain that binds to the
filament, neck and a tail which vary in length and sequence. Molecular structures are
known for myosin and kinesin which superimpose over the head region but differ in
their amino acid sequence. A common ancestor is believed to have given rise to at
least 12 classes of myosins which are further diversified by different tail topologies.
Motor proteins are directional in motion. Myosin moves towards the barbed end of
microfilaments. Kinesin usually moves towards the plus end of microtubules while
dynein moves towards the minus end. There are also several groups of motor
associated proteins(Kreis and Vale, 1999).

1.4 Prokaryotic cytoskeleton
The prokaryotic cytoskeletal proteins though they are not similar to their eukaryotic
counterparts in protein sequence, share structural similarities and could have given rise
to their eukaryotic counterparts through convergent routes(Shih and Rothfield, 2006).
Structural homologs for actin, tubulin and intermediate filaments have been found; there
is also a MinD-ParA(Lutkenhaus, 2012 Sep) group which is unique to bacteria. The
actin homologs differ in sequence to the eukaryotic counterparts but share the actin fold.
MreB, ParM and MamK(Carballido-Lopez, 2006) are the typical actin homologs.
MreB also known as murein cluster B is the second gene of the Mre operon(Kruse et
al., 2005). This operon is involved in the synthesis of murein which forms the
peptidoglycan layer thereby giving the cell its shape. Conditional mutants are available
that make the rod shaped bacteria turn round. MreB polymerizes equally well in the
presence of ATP and GTP. MreB also plays a role in the polarity of the cell by
determining the location of bacterial flagellae. They are also involved in chromosomal
segregation. ParM(van den Ent et al., 2002; Moller-Jensen et al., 2003) is another
actin homolog which together with ParR is involved in plasmid partitioning by
17
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physically separating the plasmids in dividing cells. MamK(Komeili et al., 2006;
Taoka et al., 2007) is an actin homolog found in Magnetospirillium magneticum which
is involved in the subcellular organization of the membranes of magnetosomes. FtsZ
and BtubA/B(Schlieper et al., 2005) are tubulin homologs. FtsZ(Mingorance et al.,
Aug. 2011) forms a Z-ring(Stricker and Erickson, 2003; Srinivasan et al., 2008) that
enables cell division. BtubA / BtubB(Takeda et al., 2008; Sontag et al., 2009) are
found only in the genus Prosthecobacter. Just like eukaryotic tubulin they polymerize
in the presence of GTP. Crescentin(Esue et al., Jan. 2010) is so far the only
intermediate filament protein homolog found in prokaryotes which shows up to 40%
similarity to eukaryotic IFs. The CreS(Margolin, 2004) protein gives the typical
comma shape to C. crescentus which,when mutated, results in the loss of the curved
shape.
MinD(Shen and Lutkenhaus, Nov. 2010) is involved in septal placement in E. coli,
together with minC and minE genes of the min operon. ParA and ParB(Bignell and
Thomas, 2001; Havey et al., 2012 Jan) proteins are involved in plasmid partitioning.
There is also a group of proteins that are recently found, which can form extended
helical polymers. They are SetB, Sec proteins(Shiomi et al., 2006) and Tar.

1.5 Actin
Actin and its associated proteins are major constituents of the cell, with around 25 %
in non-muscle cells and 60% in muscle cells(Kreis and Vale, 1999). Being the
structural basis of a cell, actin is ubiquitous and highly conserved like the histones,
which form the structural basis of the chromatin(Alberts, 1994). Actin exists as a
monomer called G-actin but can polymerize to filaments called F-actin, which takes
place by the interplay of many actin binding proteins, Mg2+ and ATP (see also Fig. 5).
The actively growing ends of the filament are called plus ends (barbed ends) while the
lagging end is the minus end (pointed end), each end has its own array of ABPs which
play their role in the actin dynamics. In the actin structure model (Kabsch and Holmes,
1995) the subdomains 1 and 2 of the molecule are believed to be exposed on the outer
surface of the actin filament and the 3 and 4 oriented towards the core of the filament.
Especially biochemical approaches and genome sequencing have shown that
conventional actin is present in all eukaryotes and absent in eubacteria and archea,
with the sequences varying slightly across the species. Actin shows some structural
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1..5.1 Mutaant actin

Figgure 6: Relatively freqquent mutattions in the actin moleccule:
AcctA1 mutatiion sites aree marked on
n the structu
ure of wild type
acttin(Costa ett al., 2004).
M
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m
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c lines (K
Kreis and V
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seeverity depeends upon th
he site of m
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mutations are known to cause severe developmental defects (Procaccio et al., 2006).
ActG mutations are reported in resulting in cardiac hypertrophy (Olson et al., 1998).
An oncogenic actin mutation has also been reported(Kakunaga et al., 1984).
Tools for expression of mutant actins as fusion proteins have been developed in D.
discoideum(Noguchi et al., 2007).

1.6 Actin related proteins (Arps)
Arps are a group of proteins that show varying degrees of similarity with actin and a
few of them have preserved the actin structural folds. They have been reported from
algae to humans but the presence and copy numbers of Arp subtypes vary(Muller et
al., 2005; Joseph et al., 2008). Actins and Arps are believed to have risen from a
common ancestor (Kreis and Vale, 1999). Arps were first identified in S. cerevisiae
where Arps were named on the decreasing order of their similarity with the yeast actin
(Poch and Winsor, 1997). Arps 1-10 are found in yeast with Arps 7 & 9 specific to
yeast. Arp11 is found in higher organisms, there is also a group of orphan Arps as
classified by sequence analysis techniques by the Arpanno server (Muller et al., 2005).
Arp1 also known as centractin is involved in modulation of dynein motors. Arp2&3
form a seven member complex which is involved in filament formation like branching
etc.. Arp 10 also has cytoskeletal function. The rest of the Arps 4-9 are probably
involved in chromatin remodeling(Dayel and Mullins, 2004).

1.7 D. discoideum is an excellent model system to study the cytoskeleton
D. discoideum is a lower eukaryote whose cellular movement resemblesthe movement
from higher organisms like leukocytes, satellite cells and others. It is a social amoeba,
and, thus is a link between unicellular and multicellular organisms. It can live as a
single celle or follow a developmental programme and form multicellular fruiting
bodies. It harbors a barrage of actins and actin related proteins not found in any lower
organism and hence is a prime attraction for cytoskeletal research. Developmental and
molecular genetics tools have been well established and the genome is completely
sequenced which favors molecular biology and bioinformatic research (Dictybase
2009) (Eichinger et al., 2005) into the cytoskeleton. D. discoideum has an AT rich
34MB genome consisting of six chromosomes (Eichinger et al., 2005). D. discoideum
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2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
Cell culture plates, 24 wells, flasks

Nunc

Cell culture dishes, 100 mm × 20 mm

Greiner bio-one

Cell culture dishes, 3.5 mm with glass bottom

MatTek Corporation

Dialysis membranes Type 8, 20, 27, 25A

Biomol

Gel drying membrane

Festata

Gel-blotting-paper

GB002

Nitrocellulose membrane Protran BA85

Whatman

PCR tubes 0.5 ml

Peqlab

Petri dishes 92 mm × 16 mm

Sarstedt

Pipettes, 10 und 25 ml

Nunc

15 ml and 50 ml tubes

Sarstedt

1.5 ml centrifuge tubes

Sarstedt

Pipette tips

Gilson

Plasmid DNA purification maxi kit

Qiagen

QIAprep spin miniprep and gel extraction kits

Qiagen

2.1.1 Software packages
Word processing:


Word 2003: Microsoft inc,



Acrobat reader 5.0: Adobe systems inc,



Acrobat distiller 5.0 : Adobe systems inc.

Graphics and image processing:


ImageJ 1.34n : Wayne rasband,



Adobe photoshop 5.5: Adobe systems inc,



Coreldraw 12 2003 : Corel corporation

Microscopy:


AxioVS40 V4.3.101 : Carl Zeiss vision GmbH

Database:
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AskSam 4.0 : Seaside software

Sequence analysis:


Bioedit: North Carolina state university

Sequence alignment:


Clustalw: European bioinformatics institute

Bayesian tree construction:


Mr.bayes: Florida state university

Tree graphics:


Treeview: Taxonomy and systematics Glasgow

Molecular graphics:


YASARA: YASARA biosciences GmbH,



Chime: MDL information systems, inc

2.1.2 Servers
NCBI blast: (National Institute for Biotechnology Information) used for retrieving
actinome members from the genomes of different organisms
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

pfam 22.0: (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute) used for retrieving actinome members
based on the presence of a specific actin profile
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/

Weblogo version 2.8.2: (University of California, Berkeley,) used for making
sequence logos
http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/

Netnes 1.1: (Centre for biological sequence analysis, Denmark) mapping nuclear
export signals
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNES‐1.1/

PredictNLS (Jun 7, 2000) : (Rost lab, Munich) mapping nuclear localization signals
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http://www.predictprotein.org/ [PredictNLS]
http://rostlab.org/cms/

[Rost lab, Munich]

Signalp 3.0: (Centre for Biological Sequence Analysis, Denmark) mapping the
presence of export signals
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/

TMHMM 2.0: (Centre for Biological Sequence Analysis, Denmark) mapping the
presence of transmembrane helices
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/

PEST find: (European Bioinformatics Institute) identifying pest signals
https://emb1.bcc.univie.ac.at/toolbox/pestfind/pestfind‐analysis‐webtool.htm

Primer3: (Broad institute, White Head Institute) prediction of PCR primers
http://biotools.umassmed.edu/bioapps/primer3_www.cgi

Itol 1.3: (European Molecular Biology Laboratory) making circular phylogenetic trees
http://itol.embl.de/

2.1.3 Reagents
Unless otherwise mentioned all laboratory chemicals used were purchased from
BioMol, Merck, Roth, Serva or Sigma and had the degree of purity 'p.a.'
Agar-Agar

Euler

Agarose

Biozym

Bacto-Peptone/-Tryptone

Oxoid

BCIP (5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate-p-toluidinsalz)

Gerbu

Bovine serum albumin

Fraction

DTT (1,4-Dithio-D,L-threitol)

Gerbu

EGTA

Gerbu

IPTG (Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside)

Gerbu
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Nucleotide

Peq labs

Proteose peptone

Oxoid

2.1.4 Centrifuges and rotors:
Centrifuges
GS-6KR Centrifuge, J2-21M/E Centrifuge, J6-HC Centrifuge:

Beckman

Table top centrifuge 5415:

Eppendorf

Rotors
JA-10, JA-14, JA-20, Ti 35, Ti 45, Ti 70, TLA 100.3:

Beckman

2.1.5 Media
All media and buffers used were prepared with deionised water, which had been filtered
over an ion exchanger (Millipore), and were sterilized either by autoclaving or by
passing them through a micro filter.

AX-medium (pH 6.7)
14.3 g peptone
7.15 g yeast extract
50 mM glucose
3.5 mM Na HPO
2

4

3.5 mM KH PO
2

4

made up to 1 l with H O
2

SM-agar plates (pH 6.5)
9 g agar
10 g peptone
50 mM glucose
1 g yeast extract
25
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4 mM MgSO

4

16 mM KH PO
2

4

5.7 mM K HPO
2

4

made up to 1 l with H O
2

Soerensen phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) (Malchow et al., 1972)
14.6 mM KH2PO4, pH adjusted with KOH

Phosphate agar plates (pH 6.0)
10 g Bacto-agar
2 mM Na HPO buffer
2

4

HL5-medium (pH 7.5)
5 g yeast extract
10 g proteose peptone
50 mM glucose
8.5 mM KH PO
2

4

made up to 1 l with H O
2

PBS (10x, pH 6.5)
70 mM Na HPO
2

4

30 mM KH PO
2

4

150 mM NaCl
0.1% NaN

3

LB-medium for E. coli (pH 7.4)(Sambrook and Russell, 2001)
10 g bacto-tryptone
5 g yeast extract
86 mM NaCl
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made up to 1 l with H O.
2

pH was adjusted with NaOH and for agar plates the medium was cooled to 40°C before
the addition of antibiotics.

LB rich medium (pH 7.0)
20 g bacto-tryptone
10 g yeast extract
86 mM NaCl
made up to 1 l with H O.
2

5 ml of 0.5 M sodium phosphate was added prior to autoclaving

2.1.6 Buffers
10x Tris/Borate-buffer (TBE, pH 8.3)
890 mM Tris/HCl
890 mM boric acid

TE-buffer (pH 8.0)
10 mM Tris/HCl
2 mM EDTA
autoclaved before use

TEDABP-buffer (pH 8.0)
10 mM Tris/HCl
1 mM EGTA
1 mM DTT
0.02% NaN

3

prior to use the following ingredients were mixed with
1 mM benzamidine
0.5 mM PMSF
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MEDABP-buffer (pH 6.5)
10 mM MES
1 mM EGTA
1 mM DTT
0.02% NaN

3

1 mM benzamidine
0.5 mM PMSF

IEDANBP-buffer (pH 7.6)
10 mM Imidazole
0.2 M NaCl
1 mM EGTA
1 mM DTT
0.02% NaN

3

prior to use the following ingredients were added:
1 mM benzamidine
0.5 mM PMSF

2.1.7 Instruments
Axiovert Microscopes 25, 35, M200

Zeiss

Dounce homogenisor

Kika

Eagle Eye II

Stratagene

Electroporator

BioRad

Heating block/Shaking Thermomixer 5436

Eppendorf

PCR-Thermocycler Uno

Biometra

pH-Meter

pH526 WTW

Photometer Ultrospec 2100 pro

Amersham

Protein transfer Trans-Blot SD

BioRad

Quartz cuvettes

Starna

Superdex 200, Superose 6 / 12 10/300 GL

GE

Ultrasonicator 820/H :

Elma
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UV-transilluminator :

Stratagene

Vortex :

Bender & Hobein

Waterbath :

GFL.

2.1.8 Microbial strains
E.coli strains:
DH5α
JM 105
BL21 RIL Stratagene
Klebsiella aerogenes(Williams and Newell, 1976)

D. discoideum strains:
AX2-214 (Laboratory wild type)

2.1.9 Vectors
pGEX 6P-1 GE. It has a tac promoter for chemical inducibility and high-level
expression of GST-tagged recombinant proteins. An internal lacIq gene for use in any
E. coli host.
pLPBLP(Faix et al., 2004). The gene targeting vector pLPBLP has a loxP sites in the
same orientation flanking both sides of the Bsr expression cassette act15/Bsr. An
oligonucleotide cassette has translational stop codons in all six reading frames. The
restriction enzyme sites outside of the floxed-Bsr cassette, such as SmaI, permits the
cloning of 5′ and 3′ gene sequences for targeted disruption.
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2.2 Molecular Biological Methods
2.2.1 Isolation of D. discoideum genomic DNA using a high pure PCR
template preparation kit (Roche)
D. discoideum cells from Petri dishes or shaking cultures were harvested and washed
with Soerensen buffer. The pellet was resuspended in 200 μl of PBS; 200 μl of binding
buffer; 40μl of proteinase K (20 mg/ml) were added immediately to the cell
suspension and the sample incubated at 72°C for 10 min. 100 μl of isopropanol were
added to the suspension which was then transferred into the upper reservoir of the
filter set and centrifuged for 1 min at 8,000 g. The flowthrough was discarded. The
filter tube was washed once with inhibitor removal buffer and twice with wash buffer
(1 min / 8,000 g). Residual wash buffer was removed from the filter by centrifuging
the empty filter tube for an additional minute at 8,000 g.The filter tube was transferred
into a clean 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and the DNA was eluted with 200 μl prewarmed
(70°C) elution buffer by spinning the sample for 1 min at 8,000 g. The genomic DNA
was stored at -20°C.

2.2.2 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
The amplification of DNA fragments and generation of site-directed mutagenesis was
carried out by polymerase chain reactions. Taq polymerase (Roche), Taq buffer,
dNTPs were used as usual. The reaction was performed on a thermocycler (Biometra
UNO) in either a 50 μl or a 100 μl reaction. cDNA or genomic DNA were used as a
template. A brief denaturation step was always done before the start of the actual 2535 cycles for amplification. Annealing temperatures were calculated according to the
formula of Suggs et al(Suggs et al., 1981)
4(N +N ) + 2(N +N ) – 10 = Ta (° C)
G

C

A

T

N = the number of Adenine (N ), Thymidine (N ), Guanidine (N ) or Cytosine (N ) in
A

T

oligonucleotides.
Reaction conditions in most assays:
Denaturation: 95°C for 120s
Denaturation: 95°C for 30s
Annealing: variable temperature for 60s
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Elongation: 69°C for 1 min for every 1000 bp
Final extension 70°C for 10 min
No. of cycles: 30
The annealing temperature is dependent of the primer sequences.

10x PCR buffer
200 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8.8)
100 mM KCl
100 mM (NH ) SO
4 2

4

20 mM MgSO

4

1% Triton X-100
1 mg/ml BSA (Nuclease-free)

2.2.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis(Sambrook and Russell, 2001)
Electrophoretic separation of DNA was carried out using 0.7% (w/v) agarose gels
prepared in 1 x Tris-borate EDTA buffer at 1-5 V/cm. Running and gel buffer were
identical. The gels were cast in chambers of various sizes (4 x 7 to 20 x 20 cm), the
DNA to be separated was mixed with 0.2 vol of DNA sample buffer and loaded onto
the gels. At the end of the run, the gel was stained in a solution of ethidium bromide (5
μg/ml) for 10-30 min, followed by destaining in water for about 30 min. Subsequently
the gels could be observed under UV light at 312 nm and photos taken with the Eagle
Eye CCD camera system (Stratagene, Heidelberg).

DNA sample buffer
40% sucrose
0.5% SDS
0.25% bromophenol blue
-Taken up in TE buffer
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2.2.4 Determination of DNA concentration
DNA was diluted 100 times in sterile H O and the absorbance was measured at 260
2

nm and 280 nm. An O.D
An A

260:280

260

of 1.0 corresponds to 50 μg/ml of double stranded DNA.

ratio of 1.80 indicated highly pure DNA free from contaminating protein.

Alternatively, the DNA concentration could also be estimated by comparing the
intensity of bands after agarose gel electrophoresis with the bands in the Mass Ruler
lane.

2.2.5 Isolation of DNA fragments from agarose gels
Extraction and purification of DNA from agarose gels in Tris-borate buffer were
performed using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. The kit provides buffers, and all centrifugation steps were
carried out at 14,000 rpm at room temperature using a tabletop microcentrifuge. The
DNA was excised from the agarose gel with a clean scalpel, the gel slice weighed, and
3 vol buffer QG were added to 1 vol gel (100 mg~100 μl). The tube was then
incubated in a heating block at 50°C for 10 min or until the gel slice was entirely
dissolved. To increase the yield of DNA fragments (< 0.5kb and > 4kb), 1 gel vol
isopropanol was added to the sample and mixed. The sample was then loaded onto a
QIAquick spin column (Qiagen) and centrifuged for 1 min in order to bind DNA to the
resin. The flowthrough was collected in a 2 ml collection tube and discarded. For
washing, 750 μl of buffer PE was added to the column and spun for 1 min. The
flowthrough was discarded and the column was centrifuged for an additional 1 min to
remove residual ethanol completely. The column was then placed into a clean 1.5 ml
tube and the DNA was eluted by the addition of 30-50 μl of elution buffer (10 mM
Tris/HCl, pH 8.5) or dH O to the column followed by a centrifugation for 1 min.
2

2.2.6 Purification of PCR products
For cloning purposes, the PCR products were purified using the QIAquick PCR
Purification Kit from Qiagen following the manufacturer's protocol. The kit-provided
buffers were used and all centrifugation steps were done at 14,000 rpm at room
temperature using a table top microcentrifuge. 5 vol of PB buffer were added to 1 vol
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of the PCR product and mixed. The mixture was applied to a QIAquick spin column
and centrifuged for 1 min to bind DNA to the column while the flowthrough collected
in a 2 ml collection tube was discarded. DNA was washed with 750 μl of PE buffer by
a centrifugation for 1 min. Residual ethanol was removed by an additional
centrifugation for 1 min. The spin column was then placed into a clean 1.5 ml tube and
the DNA was eluted with 50 μl of EB buffer. The purified DNA was subsequently
used for restriction digestion

2.2.7 DNA cleavage with restriction enzymes
For cloning purposes usually 1 μg of DNA (plasmid or PCR product) was digested in a
50 μl reaction with 10 U of each enzyme. The buffer suitable for the restriction
enzyme(s) was added and the volume was adjusted with dH O. The tube was
2

incubated at the 37°C overnight. The digestion of the vector was monitored on an
agarose gel. For screening of putative clones, the reaction tubes were incubated at
37°C for 45-60 min with 0.1-0.25 U of enzyme / 2 μg of DNA.

2.2.8 Mini preparation of plasmid DNA using Qiagen miniprep kit
The plasmid DNA from E. coli was isolated with the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit from
Qiagen. All buffers were supplied with the kit. Single colonies from LB plates were
inoculated and grown in LB medium with appropriate selection pressure. Cells were
pelleted and resuspended in 250 μl buffer P1 containing RNase. The cells were lysed
by adding 250 μl alkaline lysis buffer P2 and the suspension was mixed gently by
inverting the tube 4-6 times. The suspension was then neutralized by mixing the
suspension with the addition of 350 μl buffer N3. The mixture was centrifuged (10
min / 10,000 g). The plasmid containing supernatant was passed through the QIAprep
spin column to allow binding to the resin. The column was washed with 750 μl buffer
PE, and centrifuged for an additional minute to remove residual wash buffer. The
QIAprep column was then placed into a clean 1.5 ml tube and DNA was eluted with
50 μl of EB buffer.
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2.2.9 Mini preparation of plasmid DNA by the method of Holmes and
Quigley
Overnight cultures of E. coli in LB medium (with ampicillin; 10 μg/ml) were spun and
the pellet was resuspended in 200 μl of STET/lysozyme buffer. The suspension was
boiled in a water bath for 1 min, centrifuged (13,000 rpm, 10 min, room temperature)
and the insoluble cell debris was removed using a sterile tooth pick. The nucleic acids
in the supernatant were precipitated with 200 μl of isopropanol for 5 min at room
temperature and sedimented using a table top centrifuge (13,000 rpm, 30 min, room
temperature). The DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, air dried and the pellet
was resuspended in 50-100 μl sterile H O or in TE (Holmes and Quigley, 1981).
2

2.2.10 Phosphatase treatment(Sambrook and Russell, 2001)
In order to prevent self-ligation of a linearised vector, the phosphate group at the 5'
end was removed using alkaline phosphatase from calf intestine. Dephosphorylation
was performed in a 50 μl reaction volume, whereby 1-5 μg of linearised DNA vector
was incubated with 1-2 U of alkaline phosphatase in 1 x phosphatase buffer at 37°C
for 1 h. To inactivate the enzyme, the DNA was purified over a Qiagen column as
described above.

2.2.11 Ligation of DNA into a plasmid vector
Ligation of CIP treated vector and insert was carried out overnight at 16°C using 1.5 U
of enzyme, in a minimum volume (usually not more than 30 μl). The vector and the
insert were mixed at a molar ratio of 1:3.

2.2.12 Preparation of chemically competent cells
250 ml LB medium were inoculated with an over night preculture, and grown in a
37°C shaker at 220 rpm until an OD

600

of 0.4-0.6 was reached. Cells were put on ice

for 30 min and then centrifuged for 20 min (4°C, 4,000 g). Cells were washed twice
with ice-cold CaCl /glycerol. Finally the pellet was resuspended in 2 ml of CaCl /
2

2

glycerol buffer and kept on ice in 200 μl aliquots for 30 minutes, cold shock-frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C.
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Transformation buffer ( CaCl /glycerol)
2

60 mM CaCl

2

15% glycerol
10 mM PIPES
pH was adjusted to 7.0

2.2.13 Transformation of E. coli
For transformation, competent E. coli cells were thawed on ice and incubated with the
ligation mix on ice for 20 min followed by a heat shock at 42°C for 90 s. The cells
were immediately placed on ice for 1 min and revived with LB medium. Cells were
kept at 37°C with agitation for 45-60 min and plated on LB plates containing the
appropriate antibiotics. Plates were incubated at 37°C overnight to obtain E. coli
colonies harbouring the transformed plasmid. Single clones were inoculated into tubes
containing 2-5 ml LB with antibiotics. Cells were grown on a 37°C shaker for 7 h or
overnight. The positive transformants were detected by mini preparation of DNA
plasmid.

2.2.14 E. coli permanent cultures
Overnight grown cultures of bacteria were centrifuged and the pellets were
resuspended in fresh LB medium containing 7% DMSO. The cells were cold shock
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C.

2.2.15 Maxi preparation of plasmid DNA
To isolate large quantities of plasmid DNA, DNA was isolated from 250-400 ml
cultures using a DNA Maxi-kit. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,000 g; 5
min; 4°C). The cell pellet was resuspended in 12 ml of buffer S1+RNase A, lysed by
adding 12 ml of buffer S2 and mixed gently by inverting the vial 6-8 times. The
mixture was incubated at room-temperature for not more than 5 min. The lysate was
neutralized by carefully adding 12 ml of pre-cooled buffer S3, incubated on ice for 15
min, transferred to the centrifugation tubes and spun (12,000 g, 40 min, and 4°C). The
supernatant was passed through the NucleoBond AX 500 column that was pre35
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equilibrated with 6 ml of buffer N2. The column was washed with 35 ml of wash
buffer. The plasmid DNA was eluted with 15 ml of buffer N5 and precipitated with 11
ml of isopropanol at room temperature. DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 15,000
g, 4°C, for 30 min. The DNA pellet was washed with 5 ml of 70% ethanol
(centrifuged at 15,000g; room temperature; 10 min), air- dried and dissolved in 500 μl
10 mM Tris. pH 8.0

Buffer S1
50 mM Tris-HCl
Buffer S2
200 mM NaOH
10 mM EDTA 1% SDS
100 ug/ml RNase A
Buffer S3
2.8 M potassium acetate
Buffer N2
100 mM Tris pH 5.1
15% ethanol
900 mM KCl
0.15% Triton X-100
pH adjusted to 6.3 with H PO
3

4

Buffer N3:
100 mM Tris
15% ethanol
1.15 M KCl
pH adjusted to 8.5 with H PO
3

4

2.3 Biochemical methods
2.3.1 SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
Protein mixtures were separated by discontinuous SDS-PAGE(Laemmli, 1970). For
this purpose, 10, 12 and 15% acrylamide resolving gels with 3% stacking gels were
used (7.5 x 10 x 0.05 cm). The stacking gel deposits the polypeptides to the same
36
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starting level at the surface of the resolving gel, and subsequently the SDS-polypeptide
complexes are separated in the resolving gel according to size under uniform voltage
and pH. Prior to SDS-PAGE, 3 x SDS gel loading buffer was added to the protein
samples to be separated. The mixture was boiled for 3-5 min. Electrophoresis was
carried out at a constant voltage of 150 V, after which the gel could be stained with
Coomassie blue dye and destained for direct observation of the protein bands. Proteins
from the gel could also be blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane and detected
indirectly via antibodies. As standard, a mixture of proteins of defined molecular
masses was electrophoresed.
3x SDS-PAGE sample buffer
150 mM Tris/HCl / 1.9 M glycine (pH 6.8)
30% Glycerol
w

6% ( / ) SDS
v

15% β-mercaptoethanol
0.3% bromophenol blue

2.3.2 Commassie blue staining of proteins
Following SDS-PAGE, gels were stained in Coomassie blue solution by shaking for
15-30 min, after which the unbound dye was removed by shaking in a destaining in
10% ethanol / 7% acetic acid.

Commassie blue solution
0.1% Coomassie brillant blue R 250
50% methanol
12% acetic acid
Solution filtered through a Whatman filter

2.3.3 Western blotting:
Following separation of protein by SDS-PAGE, the proteins were transferred from
gels onto nitrocellulose membranes (Whatman BA85) according to a modified
protocol of Towbin et al(Towbin et al., 1979) by the means of a protein transfer
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apparatus (Trans-Blot SD, BioRad). In this “semi-dry” method, the gel and its attached
nitrocellulose membrane were sandwiched between several pieces of Whatman 3MM
filter paper which had been soaked in transfer buffer, and protein transfer was carried
out at room temperature at 15 V for 45 min, after which the nitrocellulose filter was
blocked for at least 1 h or overnight at room temperature in 5% (w/v) milk powder in
NCP buffer. The membrane was then washed five times with NCP. The membrane
was incubated with primary antibody diluted in 0.1% BSA solution in NCP overnight
or at least for 3 h. After washing 3 times with NCP buffer, the membrane was
incubated with a secondary antibody conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (diluted
1:2,000 in NCP buffer + 1% BSA) for at least 3 h. The membrane was washed 5 times
(15 min each) with NCP and once with 0.1 M Na CO -buffer, pH 10.2. Finally, the
2

3

protein bands were detected by using 25 ml of 0.2 mg/ml BCIP diluted in 0.1 M
Na CO .
2

3

Transfer buffer (pH 8.5):
25 mM Tris/HCl
190 mM glycine
20% methanol
20x NCP buffer (pH 7.2)
200 mM Tris/HCl
3 M NaCl
20 ml Tween 20
0.02% SDS
2% NaN3

2.3.4 Expression of GST-tagged protein
Constructs in pGEX vectors were transformed into DH5α cells (Novagen). Cultures
were inoculated and grown overnight at 37°C, diluted tenfold and grown at 21°C to an
OD

600

of 0.4 - 0.8. Expression was induced with usually 0.5 mM IPTG and cells were

grown overnight at 21°C. After harvesting and washing following routine procedures,
cells were resuspended in lysis buffer, opened by sonication in the presence of 0.5
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mg/ml lysozyme. Lysates were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 45-60 min at 4°C and the
supernatants were coupled to Glutathione-Sepharose 4B (Sigma) by recycling for 3-4
h. The matrix was washed with 10-20 column volumes of lysis buffer and the bound
proteins were eluted with lysis buffer containing 20 mM reduced glutathione. The
presence of protein in different fractions was tested by Bradford´s method (Bradford,
1976). Protein containing fractions were analyzed on SDS-PAGE. The appropriate
fractions were pooled and dialysed against PBS.

Lysis Buffer
1 x PBS
1 mM DTT
5 mM benzamidine
1 mM PMSF
Protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)

2.4 Cell Biological Methods
2.4.1 Growth in liquid medium and on agar plates
Wild type AX2 strain was cultured axenically in either AX medium or in HL5 medium
in Erlenmayer flasks. The media were supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics
when cultivating the mutants. The generation time for the wild type at 21°C and 150
rpm is about 8-10 h. Cells were also cultured on Petri dishes. For this purpose AX2
wild type cells were suspended in 12 ml HL5 medium. For all cell biological studies,
6

cells were allowed to grow maximally up to a cell density of 5 x 10 cells/ml to avoid
the stationary phase. For large scale preparations cells were cultivated in 4 x 2.5 l
6

7

cultures up to a cell density between 5 x 10 to 1.2 x 10 cells/ml.

2.4.2 Preservation of spores
Cells from liquid culture were harvested by centrifugation at 1,000 g for 10 min,
washed once with cold Soerensen buffer, and resuspended at a cell density of about 2
8

x 10 cells/ml. 500 μl of the cell suspension were spread out per phosphate agar plate.
The cells were able to develop into fruiting bodies within 2-3 days. The spores were
then harvested by knocking onto the lid of the Petri dish and taken up in 10 ml of cold
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Soerensen buffer. 1 ml aliquots were dispensed into Nunc tubes (2.2 ml), shock-frozen
in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C. For inoculation with spores, an aliquot was
thawed at room temperature and cultured either in AX or in HL5 medium, whereby
6

after 3 days at 21° C and 150 rpm, a cell density of about 5 x 10 cells/ml was reached.

2.4.3 Storage of D. discoideum cells at -70°C
For preservation of D. discoideum cells, axenic cultures were harvested and
7

resuspended at a cell density of about 5 x 10 cells/ml in ice-cold freezing medium,
(1.1 ml containing 900 μl of HL5 or AX medium, 100 μl of horse serum and 100 μl of
DMSO). Cells were distributed as 1.1 ml aliquots into sterile tubes, pre-cooled on ice.
The tubes were incubated at 4°C for one hour, -20°C for 2-4 h and then stored at
-70°C.

2.4.4 Transformation of D. discoideum cells
D. discoideum cells were transformed with the appropriate plasmids by
7

electroporation. Approximately 10 growth-phase cells were washed at 0°-4°C, twice
in 17 mM K-phosphate buffer, pH 6.0 and once in electroporation buffer (EP; 50 mM
sucrose, 10 mM Na-K-phosphate buffer, pH 6.1). The cell pellet was then resuspended
in 700 μl EP and the suspension gently mixed with ~35 μg of DNA at 0°C in a 4 mm
electroporation cuvette. Electroporation was performed for 1 ms, at 1 kV and 10 μF
with the Gene Pulser Xcell (Biorad); two pulses were applied at 5 s intervals. After
electroporation, the cells were transferred to a 9 cm plastic Petri dish and shaken at
~40 rpm for 15 min at 20°C. The suspension was adjusted to 2 mM CaCl and 2 mM
2

MgCl and shaking was continued for another 15 min. Finally, 12 ml axenic growth
2

medium was added, and the cells were allowed to recover for 24 h. After the 24 h
recovery period, the cells were placed in axenic medium containing the appropriate
selection pressure to select for transformants.
Electroporation buffer (pH 6.1)
50 mM sucrose
pH was adjusted to 6.1 with KOH solution, and the buffer was sterilized by filtration
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2.4.5 Cloning of transformants
Following 10-15 days of selection, the transformants were washed from the Petri
dishes, diluted and plated together with an aliquot of K. aerogenes suspension onto
SM agar plates. The transformants were diluted to about 50-100 cells per plate for
better isolation of single colonies. Within 2-3 days at 21°C, round clearing plaques
were visible. These were picked with sterile toothpicks and cultured in 24-well plates
in HL5 medium containing selection pressure for transformants (G418; with the
dilution of 1:1,000) and antibiotics mixture (ampicillin/streptomycin) to remove the
contaminating bacteria. The axenic cultures were then grown in larger quantities,
harvested and further analyzed.

2.4.6 Affinity purification
The antibody was subjected to affinity purification prior to immunofluorescence.
Nitrocellulose membrane was cut in to small squares and soaked in NC-buffer. Up to 1
mg of pure antigen was added and the membrane incubated at 4°C for 1-2 hrs. The
membrane was washed 5 times with 1x PBS, followed by 1 hr incubation with 1x PBS
and 1% BSA. It was washed again 5 times with NCB. 2.5 ml of antiserum were added
and incubated at 4°C over night. Followed by 5 washing steps with NCB, and then one
wash with water. The antibody was eluted with 0.1 M acetic acid in 150 mM NaCl.
The eluent was neutralized in a new Eppendorf tube with 40 l of 1M Tris, and finally
dialyzed in 1x PBS overnight at 4° C.

2.4.7 Indirect immunofluorescence
Studies of subcellular localisation were performed via indirect immunofluorescence.
For this assay, coverslips to be used were washed with 3.6% HCl followed by dH O.
2

Exponentially growing D. discoideum cells were harvested, washed twice with
6

Soerensen buffer, and 1x 10 cells were allowed to attach to the coverslips for 15 min,
after which excess fluid was removed and the cells were fixed in cold methanol for 10
min at -20°C followed by 30 min air drying. Alternatively, cells could be fixed with
paraformaldehyde/picric acid solution (2% paraformaldehyde, 10 mM PIPES, 15%
saturated picric acid, pH 6.0) for 15 min and then washed several times with
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PBS/glycine and PBG. The cells were then permeabilised with 70% ethanol for 5 min
at room temperature and washed with PBS/glycine followed by PBG.
After fixation, cells were incubated with undiluted hybridoma supernatants for at least
2 h before being washed with PBG and then subjected to 1 h incubation with
fluorescently labelled goat anti-mouse IgG (diluted in PBG). F-actin was labelled
either with TRITC-labelled phalloidin or a monoclonal antibody against D. discoideum
actin(Simpson et al., 1984). Nuclei were stained either with DAPI (4, 6-diamidino-2phenylindole, Sigma) or TO-PRO diluted in PBG. After incubation cells were washed
several times with PBG, PBS and briefly with dH O before being embedded in
2

gelvatol and kept at 4°C overnight.
10x PBS (for immunofluorescence, pH 7.4)
1.37 M NaCl
0.027 M KCl
0.081 M Na HPO in 1x PBS, sterilized by passing through a 0.5 μm filter
2

4

PBG
0.5% BSA
0.05% fish gelatine
0.015 M KHPO

4
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3. Results
3.1 The D. discoideumactinome
A multitude of actin hits were observed when the D. discoideum genome was blast
searched for actins. To get a clear picture a robust technique was needed for the
identification of the members of the actinome. We adopted the profile based 'Hidden
Markov models' used in the Pfam (protein family database)(Finn et al., 2006) to identify
the members of the D. discoideum actinome(Joseph et al., 2008). 33 genes which coded
for the corresponding proteins with an actin domain profile, were included into the
actinome (Table 1). Seven genes failed to meet the criteria by coding for just partial
actin domains (Table 2). The derived amino acid sequences were also included in the
actinome but the corresponding DNA regions were classified as pseudogenes. These
genes would give rise to partial domains that range from 41 to 122 amino acids. In one
case there is a complete gene but the coding sequence contains a frame-shift which
would result in a miscoded protein.
Among the 33 derived proteins found to have the actin domain profile, 17 are identical
to each other (Act8 group) and 17 of them are non-identical. The differences between
the non-identical actins are small, e.g. only one D2E substitution in Act10, rather
drastic, e.g. 295 non-identical amino acids in Act33. We identified three new actins in
the D. discoideum actinome (DDB0234013, DDB0234014, DDB0234012) that have not
been reported before and named the genes act31, act32, act33,respectively.
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Taable 1: The major members
m
of the actinom
me(Joseph et al., 20008). It inclu
udes the
iddentical actiins, non-ideentical actinns and Arpss. Act8 is th
he represenntative sequ
uence for
alll of the idenntical actinss.

Taable 2: A liist of actin pseudogenees(Joseph et
e al., 2008)). The Dictyybase identtification
nuumbers werre supplemeented with nnames for th
hese genes that
t we sugggested to diictybase.
Thhe number of
o amino accids for eachh pseudogen
ne is also taabulated.
Dictybasee
SI.No

id
dentificatioon
number

Gen
ne

Nu
umber of am
mino

nam
me

acids

1

DDB023740
D
09

(act30
0_ps)

106

2

DDB023745
D
53

(act31
1_ps)

41
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3

DDB0237452

(act32_ps)

111

4

DDB0237450

(act33_ps)

135

5

DDB0237454

(act34_ps)

67

6

DDB0237455

(act35_ps)

88

3.2 Genomic locations of selected actin genes
As mentioned earlier there are 17 actin genes that are identical at the protein sequence
level, but they differ at the nucleotide sequence level. Since these identical actins arise
as paralogues by multiple duplications that occur at the gene level and not at the level of
the whole genome(Hennig, 2004), it is significant to map the locations of these genes
across the D. discoideum chromosomes. They are mapped and tabulated as shown in
Table 3.
Table 3: The chromosomal locations of the identical actins(Joseph et al., 2008). The
corresponding strand is also mentioned.

SI.No

Proteins
identical to

Chromosomal location

Act15
1

Act1

2

Act2

3

Act4

4

Act5

Chromosome 5 coordinates 2938326 to
2939456, Crick strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4708449 to
4709579, Watson strand
Chromosome 5 coordinates 2234318 to
2235448, Crick strand
Chromosome 5 coordinates 3186992 to
3188122, Crick strand
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5

Act6

6

Act7

7

Act8*

8

Act9

9

Act11

10

Act12

11

Act13

12

Act14

13

Act15

14

Act16

15

Act19

16

Act20

17

Act21

Chromosome 2 coordinates 4042347 to
4043477, Watson strand
Chromosome 3 coordinates 3684122 to
3685252, Watson strand
Chromosome 1 coordinates 4602557 to
4603687, Watson strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4441895 to
4443025, Watson strand
Chromosome 5 coordinates 2167534 to
2168664, Watson strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4705207 to
4706337, Crick strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4481524 to
4482654, Crick strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4404974 to
4406104, Watson strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 1767622 to
1768752, Watson strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 1594273 to
1595403, Crick strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4040120 to
4041250, Watson strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4034200 to
4035330, Crick strand
Chromosome 2 coordinates 4038493 to
4039623, Crick strand
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pect to the localization of the
Chhromosomees 2 and 5 were studiied in detaiil with resp
m
members of the actinom
me in these two chrom
mosomes. Fig
gure 8 show
ws the clusttering of
thhe memberss of the acttinome in tthese two chromosom
c
es, which ssuggests a wave of
duuplication events,
e
confi
firmed by a pphylogenetic assay sho
own later.

Chroomosome 2 (8.5 kb
b)

Chroomosome 5 (5.1 kb
b)

Figure 8: The corrresponding locations of
o the actin genes
g
on chhromosomees
2 and 5.
5 The size of each chrromosome is
i also show
wn. Clusteriing of genees
suggestts repeated gene dupliccations.

3..3 Phyloggeny of thee D. discooideum actinome
Too study thee phylogen
ny of the D
D. discoideu
um actinom
me, a phyloogenetic asssay was
peerformed which
w
involv
ves all the members of
o the actin
nome with the identical actins
reepresented only
o
once by
b Act8. Thhe phylogen
netic tree of
o the D. diiscoideum actinome
a
shhows Arp4 as closest to
t the bacteerial actin-llike protein MreB, whhich was used as an
ouutgroup andd is thoughtt to be a puttative ancesstor of all actins. The m
most closely
y related
acctin is Act222 that differrs from this group by th
hree amino acid exchannges (A236S,
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Figure 9: The evoluttionary relat
atedness of the members of the acctinome can
n be
inferred frrom this treee(Joseph ett al., 2008).. MreB(Figge et al., 20004; Kruse and
Gerdes, 2005),a
2
pro
okaryotic acctin homollog, forms the outgrooup. Especiially
interestingg are the loccations of A
Arp4 and Act8.
A
Arp4 is supposedlly the oldesst of
the actin related pro
oteins and iis found clo
oser to the outgroup. The pattern
n of
hat eventuaally lead to
o Act8 is in
nteresting bbecause off the
duplicatioon events th
paralogouus duplicatio
on events tthat led to the
t Act17 followed
f
byy Act3, Acct10,
Act23, annd the final gene level duplication
n that led to
o the formattion of the two
genes Actt22 and Act8
8.

Y
Y280F, A320S). Act10 with one ssingle resid
due exchang
ge only (D22E) is moree distant,
w
which reflects the scorees in the ppermutation matrix useed by the aalignment program.
p
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Exchanges from A/S, Y/F, and D/E score 1, 0, and 3 points, respectively, thus listing
Act22 as more closely related to the 17 identical actins than Act10. An alignment of all
Arps with the Act8 protein sequence is shown in Fig. 10. Filactin has not been included
because it belongs to the bona fide actins and contains a compact actin domain that is
highly homologous to conventional actin.
Eleven of the actin genes that code for the Act8 group are located on chromosome 2,
four on chromosome 5, and one each on chromosomes 1 and 3. A phylogenetic tree of
the DNA sequences from the identical actin proteins clearly shows the series of
multiplication events (Fig.11, below). Most of the genes are clustered. This suggests a
wave of gene duplications especially on chromosome 2. Detailed analysis of the DNA
upstream and downstream of the actin genes did not lead to further information about
the putative duplications.
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Figure 10: The alignment shows the insertions and deletions (indels) of Act8 as compared to the Arps(Joseph et al.,
2008). The regions that align together show the clusters of similarity between the proteins and the perfectly aligned
regions show the amino acids that form the key motifs of the actin protein. The amino acid color shading is shown in
the bottom for reference.
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Figure 111: A tree analysis
a
shoows gross duplication
d
events of the genes
which codde for identtical actin pproteins(Josseph et al., 2008). Moost of these
genes are clustered on chromosoome 2 (bluee, underlined) and chroomosome 5
(red, boldd). An analy
ysis of the correspond
ding genom
mic DNA im
mplies five
consecutivve duplicatiion events. The tree was
w generatted with thhe program
DNAML 3.5c.
3

3..4 Actin and
a Arps:: structurral featurees, modelss, and seq
quence log
gos
Thhe crystal structure of the connventional actin was solved byy Kabash etal. in
19990(Kabschh et al., 199
90). Actin tuurned out to
o be a strucctural homoolog of proteins like
heexokinase, the
t Hsp70 family, othher sugar kiinases and prokaryotic
p
c cell cycle proteins
suuch as MreB
B, FtsA and
d StbA(Doollittle and York, 2002). But with reespect to thee protein
seequence, theese proteins differ froom actins although
a
theey follow tthe same molecular
m
deesign(Kabscch and Hollmes, 1995)). It is beliieved that the productts are the result
r
of
coonvergent evolution(Cs
e
sete and Dooyle, 2002).. The conveentional acttins follow a typical
acctin fold, whhich compriises of four domains an
nd five strucctural motiffs.
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Figure 12: Actin crystal structure, ATP-binding motifs, and modeled Act8
structure(Joseph et al., 2008). (A) The ribbon model of muscle actin (PDBID:
1J6Z)(Otterbein et al., 2001) shows the wireframe of ADP, calcium ions (blue) and
water molecules (red). The different domains have also been numerically represented
from 1 through 4. (B) Five highly conserved sequences line the nucleotide binding
pocket: the adenosine binding loop AD (green), the two phosphate binding loops PH1
and PH2 (red and purple, respectively) and the subdomain connecting motifs C1 and C2
(blue and violet, respectively). These sequences are highly conserved signatures in
actins and actin-related proteins. (C) Model of Act8, the representative of the 17
identical actins in D. discoideum.

3.4.1 Domains
The core of actin is formed from two structurally similar globular domains (domain I
and domain II) connected by a flexible hinge. The interface between the two domains
forms an ATP-binding pocket, which plays a primary role in the dynamics of actin.
Each domain is composed of two subdomains 1 (Ia), 2 (Ib) and 3 (IIa), 4 (IIb). The
subdomains 1 and 3 define the 'barbed end', where capping proteins bind actin, as
opposed to the 'pointed end', composed of subdomains 2 and 4(Carlier, 1990). The
major interactions between actins and the binding partners is mediated by a hydrophobic
cleft in between the two largest subdomains 1 and 3. Evolution: The structural similarity
between the two domains of the G-actin suggests that they were formed by the
duplication of one ancestral domain(Bork et al., 1992).

3.4.2 Motifs
The five motifs(Bork et al., 1992) are the adeno-motif (AD), two phosphate binding
motifs (PH1 & PH2) and two connection motifs (C1 & C2). These motifs were selected
for analysis. Based on actin these motifs were identified for all the members of the
actinome. Using 'sequence logos' we identified the most conserved residues found in
these motifs (Fig. 13,14).The sequence logos(Crooks et al., 2004) of the members of the
actinome show the key residues, which are obviously of structural, functional and
evolutionary significance(Bork et al., 1992).
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Fiigure 13: Motif
M
logos from D. diiscoideum actins
a
and Arps(Joseph
A
h et al., 200
08). The
fivve structuraal motifs off all membeers of the D. discoideum
m actinomee are summaarized as
seequence loggos which reeflect the sttructural, fu
unctional an
nd evolutionnary significance of
sppecific aminno acids at a particularr position. Itt is remarkaable that theere is a surp
prisingly
prronounced variability
v
of conservaation and only
o
three glycine
g
residdues are seeemingly
inndispensablee in all 41 members
m
off the D. disccoideum actiinome (# 8 and #9 in th
he adeno
doomain, # 11 in C2).
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Fiigure 14: Motif
M
logos from Act88 homologs across speecies(Josephh et al., 200
08). The
fivve structurral actin motifs
m
are ssummarized
d as sequeence logos which refflect the
strructural, fuunctional and
a
evolutiionary sign
nificance of specific amino aciids at a
paarticular possition. In diifference to the variability of the motif
m
profilees in D. disscoideum
onnly (Fig. 133), the conv
ventional acctins are ex
xtremely co
onserved froom lower ot
o higher
euukaryotes.
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The homologies in conventional actins throughout evolution are extremely
high(Erickson, 2007). The following actins have been compared: Arabidopsis
thaliana, Q541W9_ARATH - Caenorhabditis elegans, ACT2_CAEEL - D.
discoideum, Act8, DDB0216213 - Drosophila melanogaster, ACT1_DROME(Act5C)
- Entamoeba histolytica, Q51B76_ENTHI - Gallus gallus, ACTB_CHICK (beta-actin)
- Homo sapiens, ACTG_HUMAN (gamma-actin) - Mus musculus, ACTG_MOUSE
(gamma-actin) - Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ACT_YEAST - Takifugu rubripes,
ACT1_FUGRU, (beta-actin1) - Xenopus laevis, ACTB_XENLA (beta-actin).

All actin isoforms when modeled onto the known structure of actin, exhibit similar
structural features to actin, whereas actin-related proteins differ drastically in several
cases (Fig. 15).
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Figgure 15: Structu
ural homology aamong the D. ddiscoideum Arpss(Joseph et al., 2008). The seq
quences
weere modeled in comparison
c
to tthe Act8-type acctin (upper left). Whereas Arps 1, 2 and 3 sho
ow high
sim
milarity to the th
hree-dimensional structure of coonventional actin
n, Arp 5, 6 and 11
1 are clearly different.
Atttempts to modeel Arps 4 and 8 failed due to loow structural ho
omology and th
he absence of av
vailable
tem
mplates. Filactin
n (Fia, lower righht) shows high structural homolo
ogy in the actin domain. Modeliing was
done using the sw
wiss model serverr, graphics weree generated with the YASARA molecular
m
visuallization
sofftware.
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3.5 Localization signals and sorting motifs
3.5.1 Nuclear localization signal (NLS)
NLS(Cokol et al., 2000)is a short stretch of amino acids that mediates the transport of
nuclear proteins into the nucleus. It is abundant in positively charged residues. A NLS
could contain monopartite and bipartite motifs. The members of the actinome were
processed with the PredictNLS server looking for NLS motifs. NLS motifs were
detected only in two sequences Arp5 (KKKQR QLKSM KDGRL AQKRKR) and Arp8
(RKKKEK) as putative nuclear proteins. This correlates well with own and other's data
and reports that identified these two Arps as members of chromatin remodeling
complexes(Shen et al., 2003).

3.5.2 Nuclear export signal (NES)
In contrast to the nuclear localization signal, the NES motif(la Cour et al., 2004) is
responsible for nuclear export. NLS has been shown as a collection of patterns that can
be indentified in silico, but identifying a NES is significantly more complicated and
consensus patterns unfortunately do not suffice. We used the NetNES server to predict
the nuclear export signals in the members of the actinome. We also used the information
collected from the work of E. Nishida and coworkers(Wada et al., 1998) as a base to
map other NES in the members of the actinome. The results are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: The putative nuclear export signals are shown(Joseph et al., 2008). The signals
according to Wada et al. (1998) have been identified manually. Sequences in brackets
had too weak characteristics to define them as explicit nuclear export signals.

Signals predicted based on
SI.
NO

Proteins

Signals predicted using

Wada et al. 1998(Wada et al.,

the NetNES 1.1 server

1998)
(top: NES1, bottom: NES2)

1

Act3

2

Act10

3

Act8*

4

Act17

5

Act18

6

Act22

7

Act23

8

Act24

9

Act25

176-ILRLDLAGRDLTDY- 171-SLPHAILRLDLAG-183
189 219-YVALDFE-225

212-DIKEKLAYVALD-223

176-ILRLDLAGRDLTDY- 171-ALPHAILRLDLAG-183
189 219-YVALDFE-225

212-DIKEKLAYVALD-223

176-ILRLDLAGRDLTDY- 171-ALPHAILRLDLAG-183
189 219-YVALDFE-225
216-KLSYITLDFQ-225

212-DIKEKLAYVALD-223
171-SINHAISRLDLAG-183
212-DIKEKLSYITLD-223

178-RLDLAGRDLSDY-

171-ALPHAILRLDLAG-183

189 219-YVALDFD-225

212-DIKEKLSYVALD-223

176-ILRLDLAGRDLTDY- 171-ALPHAILRLDLAG-183
189 219-YVALDFE-225

212-DIKEKLAYVALD-223

160-ILRLDLAGRDLTDY- 155-ALPHAILRLDLAG-163
173 203-YVALDFE-209

196-DIKEKLAYVALD-207

178-RLHLAGG-184 220-

171-TFPLSITRLHLAG-183

YVALDFE-226

213-DIKEKLAYVALD-224

190-ILSLDLAGR-199

186-ILRQAILSLDLAG-198

234-YVALDFE-240

227-GIKEKLSYVALD-238
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170-VLQHSIIRLNFAG-182

10

Act26

218-YVAINFN-224

11

Act27

NIL

12

Act28

NIL

13

Act29

NIL

14

Filactin

15

Arp1

287-DMSIRKS-293

16

Arp2

NIL

17

Arp3

57-DLDFFIG-63

18

Arp4

NIL

19

Arp5

323-ILALKTT-329

20

Arp6

425-KERLELELRKL-435

21

Arp8

334-TLLLKEL-340

22

Arp11

80-KESLFIF-86

211-SIKEKLAYVAIN-222
160-ALPHATSSLGFAG-172
197-DIKEKLSYVSSD-208
162-ALPLATSSLGFAG-174
199-DIKEKLSYVSSD-210
177-SIPNSINQLEIAG-189
219-DIKEKFGFISLN-230
739-SIPHAIKRIDIGG-751

20-RLVLHKN-25

780-DIKEKTSFVSQD-791
174-ALPHAISRIDIAG-186
215-IIKEKTCYVAHD-226
172-SIPHLTRRLDVAG-184
213-QIKEKLCYVAYD-224
185-VIGSSIKHIPIAG-197
226-RVKEQYSYVCPD-237
186-VVKNGIVKSNLAG-198
(SYKRYVTLETIR)
284-RQRKIQNRKDLGA-296
(TLKSKSYATEKD)
212-RLNYAIKRFNIGG-224
251-TIKEKTCFISKD-262
384-LLPNTRLTLGYGG-396
(DFSDNIKIENLD)
170-GILKAYKSISLGS-182
219-QLLNDKILNSIQ-230
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23

24

25

Act 31
(355aa)
Act32
(392aa)
Act33
(414aa)

164-PVTDAVVTLDFGG-176

NIL

205-QIKEKHSFIELD-216

227-YVSLNYN-233

179-IITKAMSHLPLGG-191
220-DIKEKLGYVSLN-231
190-LLKEGIVRQEFGG-202

360-RLKIELG-366

NIL

3.5.3 Signal peptide prediction (SignalP)
The SignalP 3.0 server(Nielsen et al., 1997)predicts the presence and location of signal
peptide cleavage sites in amino acid sequences from different organisms: gram-positive
and gram-negative prokaryotes, and eukaryotes. This method incorporates a prediction
of cleavage sites and a signal peptide/non-signal peptide prediction based on a
combination of several artificial neural networks and hidden markov models. The D.
discoideumactinome was posted to the SignalP server, which as expected did not find
any members of the actinome to have a signal peptide.

3.5.4 Trans membrane hidden markov model (TMHMM)
The TMHMM(Krogh et al., 2001) is a server that identifies the transmembrane helices
in proteins. It looks for membrane spanning regions and the orientation of the protein.
The members of the actinome were analyzed in this server for the presence of
transmembrane helices. None of them were identified to have a transmembrane helix,
which implies that all of the members of the actinome, also the structurally rather
distant actin-related proteins, are soluble proteins and not membrane proteins.

3.5.5 Proline(P) Glutamic acid(G) Serine(S) Threonine(T) rich regions
(PEST motifs)
PEST motifs(Rogers et al., 1986; Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996) are rich in the amino
acids P, E, S and T, which reduce the half-lives of proteins dramatically and target them
for proteolytic degradation. Table 5 contains a list of proteins from the actinome that
harbor PEST motifs. Among them are the centrosome-specific Arp1 (centractin), the
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putative subunits from nuclear complexes (Arp5, Arp8), and Filactin. The latter is a
conventional actin with a long N-terminal extension. As observed in our laboraty
Filactin is notoriously difficult to purify due to its biochemical instability.

Table 5:Members of the actinome that harbor PEST motifs(Joseph et al., 2008). The
corresponding amino acid sequences are shown on the right.

SI.NO

Proteins

PEST Motifs

1

Filactin(224-251)

2

Arp1(229-241)

KEEELLEPDSSSS

3

Arp5(491-505)

KGEEVEDPEEAEES

4
5

Arp8

KESTATIDQFPSPPTSNISTTSTTTTTT

(75-95)

KIDVENTVTPSEAVGTTTEDV

(111-128)

KPTSSTSSTSTTEEVEI

Arp11(54-71)

KEITSDNETITTTNQIPT

3.6 Actin homologs across species
BLAST search was used to look for homologs of D. discoideum Act8 across species.
The best scores are shown in Table 6. While the lower organisms have just actin, the
actin isoforms(Rubenstein, 1990)beta and gamma become best hits in higher
organisms. X. laevis and T. rubripes have beta-actins as their best hits. G. gallus, M.
musculus, and H. sapiens have gamma actin as their best hits.
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Table 6: The D. discoideum actinome as compared to all at that time available genomes(Joseph et al., 2008). The blast scores, protein
ID, Uniprot ID are all shown. Especially interesting are the best hits of the isoforms that rank first in the blast results as they are closer
to D. discoideum.

SI.
NO

Organism

Protein
Identification

Blast
Scores
(Bits)

E value

Best hit
(isoform)

Uniprot
Identification

1

E. histolytica(Loftus et al., 2005)

Eh_ACT

695

0.0

actin

P11426

2

S. cerevisiae(Hirschman et al., 2006)

Sc_ACT1

686

0.0

actin

P60010

3

A. thaliana(McKinney and Meagher, 1998)

At_ACT11

712

0.0

actin

P53496

4

C. elegans(Stein et al., 2003)

Ce_ACT-2

724

0.0

actin

P10984

Dm_ACT5C

724

0.0

actin

P10987

5

D. melanogaster(Celniker and Rubin, 2003)

66

6

X. laevis

Xl_ACTB

725

0.0

beta-actin

O93400

7

T. rubripes

Tr_ACTB-A

723

0.0

beta-actin

P68142

8

G. gallus(Consortium, 2004)

GG_ACTG1
Gg_ACTB

724
724

0.0
0.0

gammaactin

Q5ZMQ
P60706

9

M. musculus(Pena-Castillo et al., 2008)

Mm_ACTG1
Mm_ACTB

724
724

0.0
0.0

gammaactin

P63260
P60710

H. sapiens(Strausberg et al., 2002)

Hs_ACTG1
Hs_ACTG2
Hs_ACTB

724
724
724

0.0
0.0
0.0

gammaactin

P63261
P63267
P60709

10
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3.7 Actin Related Proteins (Arps)
The Arp(Frankel and Mooseker, 1996)families were first identified(Poch and Winsor,
1997) in S. cerevisiae and classified as Arp1 to Arp10 based on the descending order
of their sequence similarity to actin(Boyer and Peterson, 2000). The additional Arp11
was then identified in the human genome (Frankel and Mooseker, 1996). Apart from
this, there is a family of orphan Arps. The Arps in D. discoideum were identified and a
comparative study was performed with the sequenced genomes of other model
organisms. Most organisms contain single copy Arp genes, with the exception of E.
histolytica, which has two genes that encode an Arp5 (NCBI-Database). The X. laevis
genome contains two Arp2 isoforms (NCBI-Database) and a few yeast species have
two copies of Arp4(Muller et al., 2005). With just four Arps (Arp2, 3, 4, 5) the
parasite E. histolytica has only a small repertoire of actin related proteins. However,
the host cell might compensate for the absence of other ubiquitous Arps. T. rubripes
has the most compact genome, which contains only two Arp genes encoding Arp3 and
Arp5, so far the smallest number of actin-related proteins in a sequenced genome
(Table 6).
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Table 7: The presence of the Arps in different organisms (*assembly) that represent various taxonomical
niches(Joseph et al., 2008)

SI.NO Organisms

Arp1

Arp2

Arp3

Arp4

Arp5

Arp6

Arp7

Arp8

Arp9

Arp10

Arp11

1

A. thaliana

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

-

2

E. histolytica

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

D. discoideum

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

4

S. cerevisiae

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

5

D. melanogaster

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

6

C. elegans

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

-

-

+

7

* X. laevis

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

8

* T. rubripes

-

-

+

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

* G. gallus

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

10

M. musculus

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

11

H. sapiens

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+
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3..8D. discooideumacttin in com
mparison to
t actins from
f
otheer organissms
Fiigure 16 shows
s
the relationshipp of D. discoideumc
d
conventionaal actin wiith actin
reepresentativves from oth
her organism
ms. The seq
quences used are all Arrp8 homolo
ogs of D.
diiscoideum in the respective organnisms. Due to incompleete taxon saampling, th
his figure
reeflects only a rough estimation.

Fiigure 16: A wider view
w of actin hhomologs frrom all avaailable organnisms. The analysis
w
was done witth the conveentional acttin from D. discoideum (Act8), thee bacterial actin-like
a
prrotein MreB
B was used as an outggroup, and the
t overall organizationn of the treee shows
cllearly the extremely
e
conserved
c
nnature of acctin through
hout evoluttion. The fo
ollowing
orrganisms have
h
been included in this an
nalysis from
m top to bottom:Drosophila
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pseudoobscura, Mizuhopecten yessoensis, Crassostrea gigas, Schistosoma japonicum,
Lethenteron japonicum, Rana lessonae, Macaca mulatta, Bos Taurus, Pan troglodytes,
Gallus gallus, Rattus norvegicus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus, Canis familiaris, Musca
domestica, Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Takifugu rubripes, Danio rerio, Xenopus
tropicalis, Xenopus laevis, Phacus acuminatus, Wuchereria bancrofti, Caenorhabditis
briggsae, Caenorhabditis elegans, Helicoverpa zea, Nasonia vitripennis, Drosophila
melanogaster, Apis mellifera, Litopenaeus vannamei, Boophilus microplus,
Acanthamoeba castellanii, Trachypenaeus similis, Physarum polycephalum,
Dictyostelium fasciculatum, D. discoideum, Pyrocystis lunula, Vannella ebro,
Arabidopsis thaliana, Entamoeba histolytica.

3.9 Actin mutations that lead to human diseases, in relation to distinct
actin variations in the D. discoideumactinome
Several actin mutations have been found in humans(Costa et al., 2004). Two of these
naturally occurring mutations have been studied in detail. They are:
Alpha 1, skeletal muscle, ActA1; which is relatively frequent.
Actin, alpha cardiac, ActC1; which is relatively rare and only two of them have
been reported.
ActB mutation has been reported in a single instance and in a single case.
In D. discoideum the members of the actinome were searched for harboring these
residues. The results are shown in Table 8. The relative number of ESTs (Expressed
Sequence Tags) present for each of the protein is also listed to show the approximate
level of expression of these proteins (none=0, X=1-5, XX=6-15, XXX= >15). The two
ActC mutations (Arg312His and Glu361Gly) have not been identified among the
members of the actinome. Critical mutants highlight the crucial residues and vital
positions in the actin molecule. Research in disease mutants of actin can yield valuable
information on the molecular function.
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Table 8: ActA1 mutations(Costa et al., 2004), which are found in members of the D.
discoideum actinome. These mutations are clinically significant in humans as in most
cases they cause diseases. There could be other mutations in human actins at positions
other than those mentioned in the table below, and amino acid replacements other than
those in the table; these mutations do not cause any diseases.

Found in D. discoideumactin
sequences

rel. Number of
ESTs

SI.NO

Mutation

1

G15R

Arp11

0

2

H40Y

Act3, Act17, Act18, Act33, Arp1

X,XX,X,0,XXX

3

I64N

Act33

0

4

L94P

-

5

N115S

Arp8(alignment ambiguous)

X

6

M132V

Arp2

XXX

7

I136M

-

8

V163L

Arp8,11 (alignmet ambiguous)

9

G182D

-

10

R183G

Act24

XXX

11

R183C

Act27, Act28

0,X

12

G259V
(Error)

13

Q263L

There is an E instead of G at that
position. There is a G at 251 but no V
replacements are found.
Act27, Act28

0,X

14

G268C

-

15

G268R

-

16

N280K

Act26, Arp8

17

D286G

-

18

I357L

-

19

V370F

-

X,0

0,X
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Initially the whole actinome(Joseph et al., 2008) was studied through bioinformatic
means only (in silico). Later selectedproteins were chosen for more detailed
experimental studies. The experiments started with PCR and molecular cloning.
Biochemical experiments like expression and purification of the proteins, as well as
antibody generation followed. At the cell biology level knockout and GFP-fusion
constructs were transformed into D. discoideum. Microscopy was done with the
purified antibodies and strains which overexpressed GFP fusion constructs (data not
shown).

3.10 Actin related protein 5 (Arp5)
Arp5 is a nuclear Arp(Shen et al., 2003), which in yeast is associated with
chromatin(Grava et al., 2000). It is part of the INO80 complex(Jin et al., 2005). Very
little work has been done on this Arp in other organisms and it has been never worked
on in D. discoideum.
As a first step antibodies were generated against a selected region of Arp5, spanning
the amino acids #408 - #550. The Arp5 peptide was expressed as a Glutathione-Stransferase fusion protein and used for antibody production in rabbits. Since the
members of the D. discoideum actinome are nearly identical in many regions, it was
important to exclude cross-reactions of the antibodies with other members of the
actinome. Therefore, care was taken to identify a region specific to Arp5. The
members of the actinome were aligned as shown in the Figure 17 and Arp5 analyzed
for unique protein stretches.
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Figure 17: Distinct regions of Arp5 for an increased specifficity of the antib
bodies generated
d. The piece for Arp5 selected
for expression is highlighteed in grey amonng the multiple aalignment of the different Arps. This region inclludes the Arp5
polypeptidee from 408-450
0. Unfortunatelyy, these numberrs do not correespond to the numbers
n
in the figure, which
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represent thhe total alignmeent from differeent Arp proteinns. The Arp6 is the only other Arp protein wh
hich has been
expressed iin this study, so as
a to represent thhe relative positiion of Arp6, it has
h been highligh
hted in yellow.

Figure 188: The scheme off the construct off Arp5 fused to G
GST on a pGEX
X-6p1 vector. Th
he Arp5 fragmen
nt is cloned in
frame witth the Glutathion
ne S transferase at the multiple ccloning site (MC
CS) and TAA is added
a
to the end
d of the Arp5
fragment.
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Thhe Arp5 PC
CR fragment was cloneed with the restriction
r
sites
s
EcoRI & SalI. Thee insert
w
was sequenceed along wiith the GST gene and no
n discrepan
ncies were ffound.
Seeveral cloneed transform
mants were induced wiith IPTG aftter the OD6600 reached a value
arround 0.6. Clones
C
#1 and #10 shhowed addittional band
ds at 43 kD
Da as compaared to
thheir respectiive uninduced lanes. Thhe Arp5 fraagment has an expectedd mass of 17 kDa,
G
GST alone iss 26 kDa.

Fiigure 19: Thhe expressio
on pattern oof the bacterrial clones #1
# and #10 have been depicted
att the figure above. Forr example ##1.a is a uniinduced clo
one number 1, while #1.b is an
innduced clonne number 1. This is aalso true with
w the con
ntrols wheree C.a is a bacterial
b
lyysate beforee and C.b is
i a bacteriial lysate affter induction of GST
T. M standss for the
m
molecular weeight markeers (ladder)). The band
ds at about 43 kDa (arrrow) consist of the
exxpressed GS
ST-Arp5 fussion proteinn.
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E
of
o fusion prrotein in clo
one #10 oveer 4h of indduction. 45
5 and 33
Fiigure 20: Expression
shhow the moolecular weeights of thhe marker proteins
p
in the first lan
ane (M). Th
he arrow
pooints at the band of inteerest. In com
mparison to
o the unindu
uced samplee (UI), expression is
viisible alreaddy after 1h (1Hr)
(
and seeems to peaak after abou
ut 2h (2Hr) of inductio
on.
Thhe Arp5-G
GST fusion peptide fr
from clone #10 was purified foollowing sttandard
prrocedures annd sent for production of rabbit an
ntibodies to the companny Pineda (Berlin,
(
G
Germany). Antisera
A
were tested ovver periodss of 60, 90 and 150 ddays after th
he first
im
mmunizationn. The lastt serum waas found to
o be the beest of all. In Figure 21 the
Coomassie blue
b
stained SDS polyaacrylamide gel
g and the Western bllot are show
wn side
byy side. Lanee 2 contains a whole hhomogenatee from AX2
2 cells, lanees 3 and 4 contain
c
thhe protein fraction
f
wh
hich was uused for im
mmunization
n at very hhigh dilutio
ons.The
prrotein used for immuniization clearrly shows a reaction with the antisserum (arrow), the
hiigher band might be a running arrtifact. The band in lan
ne 2 suggessts a reactio
on with
enndogenous Arp5
A
that haas a predictted molecular mass of 79
7 kDa.
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Fiigure 21: Test
T
of the polyclonal antiserum. The left panel showss a Coomasssie blue
sttained SDS gel (12% acrylamide)
a
ole cell hom
mogenate (A
AX2 wild ty
ype) and
with a who
tw
wo differentt dilutions of a proteein fraction with puriffied recombbinant proteein. The
coorrespondinng Western
n blot show
ws that th
he recombin
nant proteiin despite its low
cooncentrationn is recogn
nized by thee antibodiees (lower arrrow), and that a ban
nd in the
hoomogenate (upper arro
ow) might rrepresent th
he endogeno
ous Arp5. L
Lane L conttains the
coonventional marker sam
mple with m
molecular weights
w
of 92
2 kDa, 68 kkDa, 45 kDa and 33
kD
Da from topp to bottom, for the bloot a prestain
ned marker (M) with thhe moleculaar weight
off 122 kDa, 76
7 kDa, 47 kDa, 23 kD
Da and 20 kD
Da from top
p to bottom..
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Fiigure 22: Detection of Arp5 with aaffinity purrified polycllonal antiboodies. The tw
wo lanes
att the left show
s
the molecular
m
w
weight marrkers and the whole cell lysatee (2x105
ceells/lane) affter staining
g the gel w
with Coomaassie blue. The three panels at the
t right
deepict the Western
W
blots and the crossreactiion with en
ndogenous Arp5 (arro
ow) after
seeparation off lysates frrom the sam
me numberr of cells but after inccubation wiith three
diilutions of affinity
a
puriified antiboody. Lane L contains th
he conventioonal markerr sample
w
with molecullar weights of 92 kDa, 68 kDa, 45
5 kDa and 33
3 kDa from
m top to botttom; the
bllot has presstained mark
kers indicatted as M, with
w the mo
olecular weiights of 76 kDa, 47
kD
Da, 23 kDa and 20 kDaa from top tto bottom.
Thhe affinity purified an
ntibody wass used also in immunofluorescencce studies. Fig.
F 23
shhows a typiccal experim
ment in whicch attached cells have been
b
fixed w
with methan
nol and
sttained with phalloidin for detectinng the distriibution of actin,
a
with D
DAPI as a counter
c
d with affinnity purified
d Arp5 antib
body. Arp5 was found almost
sttain for the nucleus and
exxclusively inn the nucleu
us which coonfirmed th
he data from
m other grouups who desscribed
thhe nuclear loocalization of
o Arp5 in yyeast(Meag
gher et al., 2009).
2
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A

B

C

Fiigure 23: Im
mmunofluorrescence w
with Arp 5 antibody
a
on
n fixed cellss. (A) AX2
2 cells in
phhase contraast, (B) flu
uorescence after treatm
ment with antibody aand phalloidin, (C)
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fluorescence after incubation with DAPI.
A knockout construct was made from the Arp5 genomic DNA as summarized in
Figure 24. The construct contained the blasticidin resistance cassette between two
homologous DNA pieces from the 5' and 3' ends of the coding region. The construct
was linerarized and transformed into AX2 wild type cells. The resistant cells were
tested with PCR for replacement of the native gene. But no gene disruption could be
detected. Because of the limited time left for the experimental part of the thesis, the
knockout approach was not persued further.
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Fiigure 24: Schematical
S
representat
ation of the Arp5 knocckout strateegy. Clonin
ng of the
knnockout veector follow
wed standaard gene reeplacement proceduress. Essentiaal is the
peermanent looss of an inttegral piece of the endo
ogenous target gene. T
Therefore, th
he vector
innsert containned at the 5'
5 and the 33' ends hom
mologous reegions with a length off 714 bp
annd 922 bp, respectivelly, flankingg the blasticcidin resistaance cassettte. In the case
c
of a
doouble crossoover and th
he followingg insertion of
o the blastiicidin casseette, the mid
ddle part
off the gene would loo
op out andd be replacced by the cassette. W
With this approach
a
reevertants aree impossible. The deteection of a successful
s
gene
g
replaceement can easily
e
be
deetected by PCR
P
with selected
s
prim
mer combin
nations (in the
t scheme primers 1-4). Only
affter gene disruption
d
th
he primer combinatio
ons 1+2 and 3+4 wouuld lead to
o a PCR
prroduct.

3..11 Actin related protein
p
6 ((Arp6)
Thhe second nuclear
n
Arp
p of interestt for the currrent study was Arp6, which is asssociated
w
with the SWR
R1 chromattin remodelling compleex. The info
ormation thaat is known
n about it
coomes mainlly from stud
dies on yeaast. As in th
he case of Arp5,
A
a reggion unique to Arp6
w
was chosen. Polyclonal antibodies were generrated againsst Arp6 am
mino acids #273-361
#
thhat had beenn purifiedas a Glutathioone-S-transfferase fusion
n protein.
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Figure 25: In this alignmen
nt the Arp6 regioon highlighted in yellow was ussed for protein expression.
e
This region includes
the Arp6 poolypeptide from
m 273-361. Unforrtunately, these nnumbers do not correspond to th
he numbers in th
he figure, which
represent thhe total alignmen
nt from differentt Arp proteins.
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Figure 226: The scheme of the construct of Arp6 fragm
ment fused to GS
ST. The PGEX-6p1 vector form
ms the backbone, the
arp6 fraagment was clo
oned via the BaamH1 and SmaII sites. The fragment is cloned
d in frame with
h the Glutathion
ne S
transferaase at the multip
ple cloning site (MCS) and TA
AA is added to th
he end of Arp6 fragment.The in
nsert was sequen
nced
and founnd to be withoutt errors.
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Figure 227:Expressiion pattern of
o the Arp66 fragment fused
f
to GST. UI standss for uninducced while
I stands for induced and ON forr over night. 1Hrs, 2Hrs,, 3Hrs,4Hrs represent
r
exp
xpression afteer 1,2,3,4
m
hours affter inductionn. The figuree shows thatt expression after 3 hourrs post-inducction gives maximum
yield of the protein. The
T arrow points
p
to thee protein baand with thee expected ssize (~41 kD
Da). The

nature oof the prottein was co
onfirmed bby mass spectrometry.. Due to tiime limitattions the
recombiinant proteiin was not characterize
c
ed further.
A GFP construct was
w made by
b fusing tthe GFP DN
NA in fram
me to the 5'' end of thee Arp6
coding rregion. In thhe vector pD
DGFP-Xa-m
mcs-neo an
n Act15 prom
motor allow
ws high exprression
levels. T
The construuct was tran
nsformed innto AX2 cellls and clones that lit uup green under the
fluoresccence microoscope weree used for ffurther anallysis.The po
ositive clonnes were ob
bserved
under ddifferent chaannels in th
he fluoresceence microsscope. The green labeeling of the nuclei
confirm
med that Arpp6 is a nucleear Arp.
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Figure 228: Localization of GF
FP-Arp6 in AX2 wildty
ype cells. (A
A) Phase coontrast microscopy,
(B) Arpp6-GFP fussion protein
n is localizeed to the nu
ucleus, (C) fluorescennce after inccubation
with DA
API.
A knockkout construuct was designed essenntially as described for the gene dissruption of Arp5.
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Figure 229: A pictoorial descrip
ption of thee Arp6 knocckout strateegy. The hhomologouss arp6 5'
region ccontained 443
4 bases (#
#100 - 542)), the 3' reg
gion 555 bases (#844 - #1398).In between
them waas the blastticidin resisttance cassettte. Through
h double cro
oss over thee blasticidin
n cassette
would rreplace the original Arp6
A
gene. T
The positiv
ve clones were
w
confirm
med by PC
CR using
diagnosstic primerss. The prim
mers were ddesigned in such a waay that a PC
CR productt from a
primer 11+2 as well as a primerr 3+4 combbination prov
ved the gen
ne disruptionn.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Actin and protein evolution
D. discoideum, a model organism especially for studies on directed cell migration and
leukocyte-like amoeboid movement, contains a large number of actins and actin-related
proteins. Therefore, it was a prerequisite for further in vivo and in vitro studies to employ
bioinformatic approaches. The large number of actins in D. discoideum was organized into
three groups(Joseph et al., 2008). The genomic locations of the genes have been identified
and evolutionary trees shed light onto gene duplication events. An evolutionary tree involving
all the members of the D. discoideum actinome was drawn to identify the relation between the
members. An alignment of protein sequences between the identical actins and Arps was done
to identify shared motifs and the structure of the identical actins was modeled based on the
known structure of muscle actin. Structures were also modeled for the actin-related proteins
Arp1, Arp2, Arp3, Arp5, Arp6, Arp11 and filactin. Domains and motifs of the members of the
actinome were also studied from the aligned sequences, and it became very obvious that the
modeled structures of putative actin-like proteins differed signifícantly. Sequence signals like
the nuclear localization signal, nuclear export signal, protein export signal (SignalP), trans
membrane signal and PEST signals were analyzed as well. Actin homologs across several
taxonomic groups and the presence of Arps in several representative organisms showed on the
one hand a drastic conservation during evolution. However, several other so-called homologs
turned out as so different that one hesitates to use the usual designation 'actin-like' proteins. In
parallel, first analyses on the actin-related proteins Arp5 and Arp6 were started to combine the
knowledge gained from bioinformatic and experimental approaches.

4.1.1 Actinome
Actin is found in abundant amounts in nearly all organisms. The protein is highly conserved
throughout evolution which suggests that at least the conventional actins were apparently
under huge pressure in terms of structure and function. D. discoideum has a large and rather
confusing number of actins, so the bigger picture was unclear until the actinome was studied
in detail in the current project. As an outcome of this project, all the members of the D.
discoideum actinome have been classified and organized. This includes the identical
(conventional) actins and the non-identical actins of D. discoideum, the actin related proteins
and the few pseudogenes. Comparative genomics revealed vital information on the occurrence
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and multiplicity of actins and Arps in the organisms analyzed. It also gave away information
on the conventional actin homologs of D. discoideum in other sequenced organisms, also
projecting the key residues in their structural motifs. Fine structure analysis was done to the
five key motifs of D. discoideum actinome. This exposed the structural, functional and
evolutionary conservation and significances of these residues. Structural models were
generated for key D. discoideum members of the actinome and were placed side by side for
comparison.

4.1.2 Actin phylogeny
Mapping the D. discoideum actins on chromosomes 2 and 5 revealed the closeness and
proximity at which these genes localized on the respective genomes. Phylogenetic maps were
drawn with the DNA of the identical actins, which shows the duplication events that gave rise
to this multiplicity of actins in D. discoideum. A tree with all the members of the D.
discoideum actinome in it shows the phylogenetic relation between these genes. Especially
interesting is the location of act8, which is at the tip of a series of duplication. This confirms
the hypothesis that act8 is the most successful actin in D. discoideum and is the end product of
multiple rounds of duplication. Act8 has been aligned against the Arps from D. discoideum to
highlight the insertions and deletions. D. discoideum Act8 homologs from all available
organisms were used to make a phylogenetic map. It is obviously not a perfect tree, as it
suffers from non-availability of taxon-sampling but it shows an approximate relation between
the different organisms.

4.1.3 Actin related proteins
Arps are believed to have originated in some organisms well before the evolution of D.
discoideum as seen from the Fig. 2. Which explains why the Arps (represented in red) do not
branch off from any D. discoideum actin and they do not give rise to any D. discoideum actin.
They must have taken their separate track way before the evolution of D. discoideum and
should have performed distinct functions as supported by the Arp anno paper findings. This
must also be true with the two orphan Arps: Act31 and Act33. As depicted in figure 2, the
orphan Arp Act32 has originated from and among the D. discoideum actins.
The Arp proteins were first classified in S. cerevisiae as Arp1 to Arp10 are based upon
decreasing levels of sequence similarity to actin. Arp11 was later identified in the human
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genome. Apart from this, there exists a family of orphan Arps. The S. cerevisiae genome
encodes all but Arp11, whereas Arp7, Arp9 and Arp10 are specific to yeast. T. rubripes
having the most compact genome, has just two Arp genes (Arp3 and Arp5). Hence these two
Arps (Arp3, Arp5) can be also considered as the most essential Arps among the list of all the
Arps. Another surprising thing which is obvious when one looks at table 8 is that Arps: Arp1,
Arp2, Arp8, Arp11 have been known to have clinically relevant mutations but both Arp3,
Arp5 don't. But this reflects just our current knowledge.

4.1.4 Structural evolution of actin
The actin molecule is more or less bi-symmetrical, with two sub-domains being symmetrical
to the other two sub-domains. It is believed that before the evolution of actin there was an
ancestor molecule which had only two domains but this molecule more likely underwent
duplication to give rise to a protein with four domains. This ancient protein must have given
rise to the precursors of actin like hexokinase, the Hsp70 family, other sugar kinases and
prokaryotic cell cycle proteins such as MreB, FtsA and StbA. These molecules which are the
structural homologs to actin have given rise to the present day actin structure.

4.1.5 Convergent evolution of actin
The actin structure is almost identical along a wide spectrum of organisms ranging from lower
to higher organisms. The reason should be that there has been little room for change in a
molecule which forms the building blocks of the cell. Even prokaryotic homologs to
eukaryotic cytoskeletal proteins like MreB, CreS, Cren-1, FtsZ resemble the actin structure
from eukaryotes. MreB even shows weak sequence identity with actin and has strong tertiary
structural resemblance. It looks like actin got its structure by literally converging at the
structure which it has today, a nearly perfect design and is not susceptible to any further
structural change. As one could think of, buildings can come in all shapes and sizes but bricks
are fairly standard.

4.1.6 Actin's structural motifs
As seen in Fig. 6, among the residues of the five motifs the size of the individual letters imply
their significance at that position. Glycine is conserved in many places. Being the smallest
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amino acid it occupies sites that have a high space constraint. Also being a neutral amino acid
it occupies spaces where a charged amino acid would be troublesome. The next most
conserved residue is proline, which is rather hydrophobic and without a charge. Thus, the
neutral proline would help to get over charge constraints, and due to its hydrophobic nature it
occupies sites that are more inclined towards the hydrophobic core of the protein. Proline has
a significant role to play in the structure of any protein, as it provides a kink to the helix
backbone. Aspartic acid is the next conserved, as there is certainly a need for a negatively
charged amino acid at that position. Glutamic acid is the only other negatively charged amino
acid but has a larger side chain than aspartic acid. So having aspartic acid at that position
might be also due to size limitations.

4.1.7 Signals and motifs
The D. discoideum actinome was analyzed for the presence of various motifs and signals.
SignalP looked for protein export signals and absence of which confirms that none of the
members of the actinome are secreted out of the cell. TMHMM scanned the actinome for
presence of transmembrane helices; the absence obviously shows that none of them are
transmembrane proteins. PEST signals were also looked at, which is a signal for protein
degradation. Arp1, Arp5, Arp8 and Filactin were found to harbor PEST sequences. It is
known from previous experiments in our lab that Filactin is a highly unstable protein. Nuclear
localization signals were mapped to be present in Arp5 and Arp8, which correlates with
experimental observations in other organisms. Nuclear export signals were identified in
almost all the organisms including those with identifiable NLS. As most proteins tend to
move into the nucleus, NES plays a vital role in throwing them back to the cytoplasm. In the
case of Arp5 and Arp8 the availability of both NLS and NES shows the dynamics with which
these proteins are exported and imported to the nucleus(Feng et al., 1999; Liku et al., 2005).
Apart from that, Arp5 and Arp8 have PEST sequences and are known to be less stable. The
stability of these proteins could also be a deciding factor which controls the nuclear functions
of these proteins.

4.1.8 Arp5 and Arp6
A region of Arp5 protein was expressed in E. coli successfully but it showed a thin upper
band up on the Comassie blue and the Western blot. Upon affinity purification the antibody
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became more specific recognizing the Arp5 protein in an AX2 lysate. Arp5 was found to be
localized in the nucleus as observed by immunofluorescence microscopy. This agrees with the
observation in yeast; where Arp5 is part of the chromatin remodeling complex Ino80(Chen et
al., 2011; Udugama et al., 2011). Furthermore, this is in concurrence to the bioinformatics
procedure of nuclear localization signal prediction (NLS) that identified the sequence (NLS:
KKKQR QLKSM KDGRL AQKRKR) which targeted Arp5 to the nucleus. Arp5 also has a
nuclear export signal (NES: 323-ILALKTT-329) which exported Arp5 out of the nucleus.
The presence of both NLS and NES is essential to regulate the dynamics of Arp5 protein
present at the nucleus at a given time. A knockout experiment was also done with Arp5. The
non-availability of knock out transformants could be either due to an innate problem that the
gene is very essential for D. discoideum and is lethal when knocked out. Or it could be due to
technical limitations.
In contrast to the ablation of Arp5, the disruption of the Arp6 gene in D. discoideum was
possible. This could be explained by looking at the T. rubripes genome. T. rubripes is known
to have the most compact genome, i.e. it possibly has only the most essential genes. Arp6 is
not present in T. rubripes which suggests that it might be not as important as Arp5 which is
one among the two Arps that T. rubripes harbor.
Transformants which expressed a GFP-Arp6 fusion protein showed green fluorescence in the
nucleus. This confirms observations in yeast that Arp6 is part of the chromatin-remodeling
complex SWR1(Deal and Henikoff, 2010; Bao and Shen, 2011). Though Arp6 does not have
a predictable NLS sequence, its location in the nucleus needs another explanation. Arp6 could
have a protein structure signal on the surface of the protein which would target Arp6 into the
nucleus, in contrast to the presence of a NLS in Arp5.

4.1.9 Disease mutants of actin
ActC mutations have not been found in D. discoideum, which indicates that these are critical
mutations and would have lethal effects on the organism. ActA mutations are relatively
common in D. discoideum actinome, especially R183G and R183C mutations. R183W (Miller
and Trybus, 2008)is a well-known mutation which causes severe ailments in humans.
However this mutation is not found in D. discoideum; which highlights the negative impact
tryptophan has at the position, against glycine and cysteine. Though there are other ActA
mutations that are available in D. discoideum actinome these are not deleterious. These
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replacements may be compensated due to other changes brought about to the structure of the
molecule as a whole. With tools for expressing mutant actins in D. discoideum available
now(Noguchi et al., 2007), more active research in this field can be expected in the coming
years.

4.1.10 Post-translational modifications in D. discoideum actins
There has been a selective advantage which has prevented the elimination of the redundant
actins. Provided with the fact that D. discoideum actins differ at their upstream regulatory
regions, this type of selection could be due to co- or posttranslational modifications which
happen only at a specific time of development or at a distinct sub-cellular location. A number
of post-translational modifications of actin in D. discoideum have been reported. There are
acetylated and non-acetylated actins in a D. discoideumhomogenate (Rubenstein and
Deuchler, 1979; Rubenstein et al., 1981), actin could be acylated in vivo with palmitic acid
(Stadler et al., 1985), but under certain environmental conditions actin is reversibly tyrosinephosphorylated(Schweiger et al., 1992; Howard et al., 1993; Jungbluth et al., 1994; Jungbluth
et al., 1995).Specifically during spore formation in the later stages of development tyrosinephosphorylated actin forms bundles and tubes which get disintegrated on the onset of renewed
germination(Sameshima et al., 1994; Kishi et al., 1998; Kishi et al., 2000; Sameshima et al.,
2000; Sameshima et al., 2001; Sameshima et al., 2002).A recent report by Korn and
coworkers shows that D. discoideum actin that was phosphorylated at Tyr-53 had an increased
critical concentration, which is a greatly reduced rate of polymerization and a negligible
nucleation activity (Liu et al., 2006). Therefore, timely presence and correct localization of
the appropriate tyrosine kinase might trigger this putatively co-translational modification. In
such cases a tightly regulated expression would guarantee a highly efficient modification
which is in fact responsible for a strong selective pressure.

4.1.11 Unique characters of actin
Actin is a slowly evolving but a highly expressed and a highly conserved protein. Other
characteristics of a protein like actin can be seen from various references.


A slowly evolving protein like actin accumulates mutations at specific locations in the

protein; whereas a fast evolving protein will accumulate mutations all over the protein(TothPetroczy and Tawfik, 2011).
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A highly conserved protein like actin does not welcome mutations as it has many binding

partners, in other words it has multiple binding/regulatory roles(Toth-Petroczy and Tawfik,
2011). So it is forced to preserve its structure and maintain its binding sites.


The duplicates of a fast evolving protein tend to attain new functions (neo-

functionalization), so that the derived genes can no more be recognized as duplicates. But the
duplicates of a slowly evolving gene like actin are mostly ancient(Zhang et al., 2003).


When slowly evolving proteins like actin get duplicated by gene and genome duplication

events they will be preserved and will continue their supplementary regulatory roles(Blanc
and Wolfe, 2004; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004). So the amount of regulatory proteins
increment with duplication events, as compared to other protein types. Consequently an
organism gets more and more complex due to macro-mutations like duplications. This is inline with the observed phenomenon that organisms have increased in complexity during the
course of evolution.


In terms of amino acid composition (at least in the folds); the slowly evolving and highly

expressed proteins like actin tend to mimic the thermophiles(Cherry, 2010), by possessing an
higher number of stable folds.


As seen with actin there is a negative correlation between evolutionary rate and expression

level(Drummond et al., 2005). The slower a protein evolves the lesser it is susceptible to
harmful mutations that cause misfolding. This misfolding and possible toxicity are strong
selection criteria, which result in slower evolutionary rates but higher stability (Drummond et
al., 2005).


Similar to actin a protein which is expressed in multiple tissues evolves slower than a

protein which is expressed in a single tissue or only a few tissues(Kuma et al., 1995; Hastings,
1996; Duret and Mouchiroud, 2000), because a tiny mutation is enough to make it
incompatible in another tissue type. But if it is expressed in fewer tissues, then chances of it
becoming incompatible is greatly reduced.


Housekeeping proteins like actins obviously have to be conserved as they are less

susceptible to change(Jordan et al., 2002), because any defect in them could ruin the whole
cell.


Moon lighting in actin:if a protein performs multiple functions by binding to several

other proteins then its behavior is known as moon lighting(Jeffery, 1999, 2003, 2004;
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Gancedo and Flores, 2008; Huberts and van der Klei, 2010).Actin is known to exhibit moon
lighting, as seen from the long list of actin binding proteins, which are about 285 in number.

4.2 D. discoideum and cellular evolution
D. discoideum is a good model to perform research at the organismic, cellular, and molecular
levels. It is used to study cell differentiation, chemotaxis and programmed cell death, it is
also used to study other aspects of cell development like cell sorting, phagocytosis, pattern
formation, motility, signal transduction etc. It is believed that D. discoideum evolved after the
plant-animal split but before the fungi-animal split (Eichinger et al., 2005). Some unique
characteristics of D. discoideum are discussed in the sections below.

4.2.1 Motility
D. discoideum exhibits both chemotaxis and phototaxis by moving towards e.g. cAMP and
light, respectively. But D. discoideum is not the first organism to have evolved these functions
(Faguy and Jarrell, 1999) as organisms lower to D. discoideum are also known to exhibit these
behaviors. For example: E. coli moves towards glucose and away from benzoate and
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Halobacterium salinarum etc move towards light.
Motility is also found in organisms lower than D. discoideum and slime molds. But these
lower organisms do not exhibit the 'amoeboid movement', they move by using structures like
cilia, flagellae etc.. So actin based amoeboid movement was supposedly first evolved in a
precursor of D. discoideum, which then was adapted by a variety of higher organisms
including human. The human leukocytes exhibit behaviors like amoeba which include
motility, phagocytosis etc.. But unlike D. discoideum there are only six major actin isoforms
in the human genome. Analysis of the actinome of D. discoideum provides vital clues
supporting actin evolution in D. discoideum's precursor. Fig. 9 shows an evolutionary tree
drawn using, non-identical proteins of the D. discoideum actinome. The tree suggests that
through repeated rounds of divergence, Act8 has emerged as the most evolved member of the
D. discoideum actinome. Surprisingly it also happens to have 17 identical protein copies. This
proposes that Act8 is the most efficient actin in the D. discoideum actinome in terms of
structure and function. This should also be the reason why it has been replicated and retained
by D. discoideum multiple times. A sequence homology search of the human actins against
the actinome of D. discoideum, illustrates Act8 as the best hit. This only proves that the highly
evolved human actinsare homologous to the identical actin members of D. discoideum and not
to any other member of the non-identical actins. This emphasizes the pivotal role played by an
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ancestor of D. discoideum, which has evolved the actin genes through repeated rounds of
duplication. Incredibly, the process of evolution of actin has been frozen in time in an
organism like D. discoideum which argues against any serious pressure from the environment,
consequently it had not to take the austerity measures to get rid of the extra actin genes. Apart
from this, the absence of actins in organisms lower than D. discoideum like the bacteria also
adds support to the belief that primary actin evolution happened in a precursor of D.
discoideum.
When D. discoideum made actins copies by duplication, genetic load would not have been a
problem because, the primary gene performed the original function and the actin copy
underwent minor modifications to become a new actin gene. By this way the multitude of
actins were formed by repeated rounds of duplication and modifications. When an actin was
no more useful to the cell, it began to dissipate by accumulating random mutations or became
a pseudogene. In course of time this pseudogene could also be deleted from the genome.
Presently there are six pseudogenes in D. discoideum actinome.

4.2.2 Multicellularity
Multicellular organisms have evolved independently at least 25 times from unicellular
precursors(Bonner, 2000; Kaiser, 2001), if one defines biofilms as 'multicellular'. Fossil
evidences show that precursors of cyanobacteria were the first multicellular organisms.
Multicellularity through cell adhesion can be found in organisms as low as the bacteria
Staphylococcus, but these multicellular organisms do not undergo cell-differentiation. D.
discoideum on the other hand does exhibit cell-differentiation.

4.2.3 Cell differentiation
D. discoideumaggregates undergo differentiation producing both reproductive spore cells
(psp) (80%) and vegetative stalk cells (pst) (20%) (MacWilliams HK, 1979). With specific
markers one can detect even more tissue-like regions (among them upper and lower cup cells
or disc cells in an emerging fruiting body). This cell differentiation procedure may be treated
as a first step in the evolution of tissues which play specific roles in higher organisms. From
this point of view, D. discoideum can be considered as being one among the first group of
organisms to exhibit cell differentiation.
Once differentiation occurs among the cells, a certain set of genes are expressed in one cell
type, while another set of genes are expressed in a different cell type. By taking a closer look
at individual genes one would find that some isoforms of a gene are expressed in certain
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tissues while other isoforms get expressed in other tissues. In terms of actins, human actin
Act-c is expressed in the heart, Act-a is expressed in striated muscles and Act-b gives rise to
the cytoskeleton of all cells and is also found inside the leukocyte cytoplasm.

4.2.4 Cheaters
Even among the differentiating D. discoideum cells, there could be individual cells which act
with selfish interest by propagating themselves. These D. discoideum cells are called as
'cheaters'(Crespi, 2001; Fiegna and Velicer, 2003; Ackermann and Chao, 2004; Travisano and
Velicer, 2004). Cheaters are in some ways similar to the cancerous cells of higher animals,
which divide incessantly without considering the neighboring cells (lack of contact
inhibition). Human cells have tumor suppressor proteins to hold back these fugitives, but it
will be interesting to know if D. discoideum has tumor supressors or other similar
mechanisms to control the cheaters.

4.2.5 Tumor suppressors
A search in the dictybase using the term 'tumor suppressor' returns eleven genes which are
homologs of human tumor suppressors like PTEN, TUSC4, LATS etc.. This confirms the
assumption that D. discoideum had developed mechanisms to suppress the cheater cells.
Being one among the first group of organisms to develop cell-differentiation,D. discoideum
probably was also enforced to be a pioneer in evolving the prototypes of tumor suppressors.
D. discoideum is as a good model organism in understanding the basics of this suppression
system (Artemenko et al., 2012), which could in turn help study the cancer suppression
mechanisms of higher organisms(Iijima and Devreotes, 2002; Sherr, 2004).

4.2.6 Cell-cell adhesion
D. discoideum secretes cyclic AMP to attract neighboring cells to a central location. As the
cells move towards the signal, they bump into each other and stick together by using
developmentally regulated adhesion molecules which are in most cases glycoproteins.Gp150
is, for example, a membrane glycoprotein found in D. discoideum which is coded by the gene
lagC(Dynes et al., 1994; Wang et al., 2000; Bolourani et al., 2006). Null mutants of lagC are
known to exhibit severe developmental defects.
Loss of cell-cell adhesion molecules is also the reason why cancer cells spread to other parts
of the body. This process of metastasis seen during cancer progression could be curbed by
studying membrane glycoproteins like Gp150 in D. discoideum.
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4.2.7 Phagocytosis
D. discoideum is one among the lowest organisms to exhibit phagocytosis. D. discoideum's
phagocytosis of bacteria is a good example to show how DNA containing organelles like
mitochondria came to be part of the eukaryotic cell. These organelles would have once been
free living bacteria. But during a intracellular phase of symbiosis they might have lost the
ubiquitous housekeeping genes as a result of a large scale deletion event in their genome. This
would have forced them to choose between parasitic / symbiotic lifestyle by depending on
other organisms for survival. Mycobaterium spps are a good example of bacteria which lost
part of their genome and opted for a parasitic lifestyle. Apart from bacteria being
phagocytized by amoeba, recent reports of amoeba farming bacteria(Brock et al., 2011;
Palmer, 2011) only adds more value to this belief.
Genomic studies in D. discoideumhave shown thatit has maintained many of its ancestral
genome diversity as compared to plants and animals (Eichinger et al., 2005). But proteome
based phylogeny demonstrated that after the plant-animal split, the amoebozoa have diverged
away from the animal-fungal lineage (Eichinger and Noegel, 2003). From this point of view
D. discoideum is a living relic together with the coelacanth and lungfish. Studying the
evolution of D. discoideum actinome with its large repeatoir of actins and Arps motivates and
helps one to better understand the big picture of evolution andthereby attempting to explain
how all the organisms have come to exist through evolution.

4.3 A sketch on the evolution of organisms
4.3.1 History of evolution
4.3.1.1 Neo-darwinism
Also called as 'modern synthesis', neo-darwinism is a combination of both classical darwinism
and the mendelian genetic theory. Modern synthesis has been widely accepted, but its views
on speciation are still under debate. Neo-darwinists insisted that speciation happens by
gradual accumulation of small genetic changes over time. According to them this also
includes gradual changes to the morphology over time, as one species gets converted into a
narrowly distinct species. With this being a theory, confirmation for these events which
happened during evolution over extended periods of time could be done only by studying the
fossil remains. And the fossils tell a different story.
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4.3.1.2 Punctuations in fossils
In spite of the neo-darwinian claim of gradualism, fossil evidences have not shown gradual
stages of evolution from one species into its closely related species. Evolutionary trees drawn
using these fossils show, rapid 'bursts' of speciation followed by long periods of 'stasis' where
the species stayed unchanged. This model of evolution is referred to as 'punctuated
equilibrium' and has been widely accepted(Gould, 1977; Mattila and Bokma, 2008). The
absence of fossils which are missing links connecting two given species (interspecies missinglinks), persuaded the non-darwinists to question the neo-darwinian views on speciation
through fine gradations. And this successfully influenced the supporters of neo-darwinism; to
accept and accommodate this fact by making changes to their theory.

4.3.1.3 Neo-darwinian speciation
With speciation being an occasional event, the neo-darwinians subsequently claimed that the
genotypic and specially the phenotypic gradualism happen in isolation at secluded locations
like an island separated by water barrier or far side of a mountain range which divided terrain
acting as a land barrier(Hoskin et al., 2005; Butlin et al., 2008; Marie Curie SPECIATION
Network, 2012). Neo-darwinists also claim that under these circumstances the fossils of the
'interspecies missing-links' could have been preserved, in remote sites away from where the
common fossils are found, but would not have been unearthed until this day. With this being a
theory, the presence of remote fossils has not been confirmed.

4.3.1.4 Morphological discontinuity
Darwin was aware of this problem and he believed that the 'morphological discontinuity'
which was seen in fossils of his time, was because of incomplete fossil records. He hoped that
as more fossils get unearthed in the future it would include interspecies fossils, which he
believed would only add strength to his theory. But paleontology has come a long way ever
since Darwin's days.Most of the fossil types unearthed now, are previously known ones and
new fossil types are rarely being uncovered nowadays. Also the mathematical models in
paleontology suggest that fossil records are nearly complete (Uyeda et al., 2011).

4.3.1.5 Artifacts theory
Darwin and his supporters also believed in the 'artifacts theory'. According to which the fossil
record was punctuated as it was full of artifacts; and all species were not equally represented,
since many species did not get fossilized. They specifically claimed that organisms with soft
bodies were not represented as they were difficult to be fossilized and to be part of the record.
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The artifacts theory has been disproved recently with the excavation of soft bodied animal
fossils in south-China (D.G. Shu and Chen, 1999).

4.3.1.6 Punctuations in taxa
Apart from the fact that fossils fail to support gradual speciation, the branching patterns
observed in higher order taxa of both plants and animals also fail to support gradualism.
Systematics and cladistics have shown that major features of 'body plans' (phyla) and their
associated components arose not in the gradual way (Vergara-Silva, 2003). So biologists are
on a constant search for alternatives to Darwin's gradualism all through the past one and a half
century.

4.3.1.7 Alternatives to neo-darwinism
Though many alternatives to darwinism have been proposed, the famous ones are those which
support non-gradual speciation. These include saltationism, mutationism, systemic mutation,
quantum evolution, quantum speciation, hopeful monster hypothesis etc. They have gained
some recognition after the emergence of the field of developmental biology (evo-devo)in the
1980s, but they lack the popularity which darwinism still holds.

4.3.2 Concepts in evolution
4.3.2.1 Micro-mutation and micro-evolution
Micro-mutations are small changes that happen to the genome of an organism like point
mutations.This mostly brings about a change to the genotype and goes unnoticed (silent
mutation), but rarely it does produce a phenotypic change. If this change results in a slight
phenotype then it is called micro-evolution, but on the other hand if it is a quite remarkably
altered phenotype then it is termed as macro-evolution. For example: a point mutation in hot
spots like a developmental gene(Doebley et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2005)or at an active site of
a protein, or a promoter of a gene has a better chance of resulting in a new phenotype, than
one that occurs at an ubiquitous gene, the loop region of a protein or intron of a gene. So the
outcome being a micro or macro-evolution depends upon the degree of phenotypic effect the
mutation produces. Micro-evolution is generally referred to as a neo-darwinian mode of
gradual evolution.

4.3.2.2 Macro-mutation and macro-evolution
Macro-mutations are large changes that occur in the genome of an organism like gross
mutations, duplications, rearrangements, recombination etc, which results in a big change to
the genome. These changes are generally reflected as a new phenotype but may also go
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unnoticed by just contributing to the genotype. Here again, the scale of the phenotypic effect
will determine if it is a macro- or a micro-evolution. Gene and genome duplications mostly
result in a large new phenotype or macro-evolution. Macro-evolution being a relatively rare
event, the evidences for its occurrence can be seen in the genomes of organisms which live
today. For example: gene shuffling in antifreeze gene (Logsdon and Doolittle, 1997), genome
duplications in fishes and other organisms (Pennisi, 2001; Cui et al., 2006), macro-evolution
of insect body plans (Ronshaugen et al., 2002) etc.. Macro-evolution occurs abruptly (at
random) and much less frequent than micro-evolution.This is the reason why one is not able
to observe it, when one looks for it. But one can catch an event of macro-evolution if one
would observe an organism continuously for many thousands of generations. So within a
human life span one can observemacro-evolution only in organisms with very short
generation times, like the microbe E coli(Lenski, 2004; Lenski, 2006)with a generation time
of only 20 minutes or the viruses(Iyer et al., 2006; Holmes, 2007; Simonsen et al., 2007).
Macro-evolution can also occur due to unanticipated (sudden) expression of silent micromutations (genotypic changes) that have been silently building up over successive
generations, known as hidden evolution. Hsp90 is a good example for this(Fostinis et al.,
1992; Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998; Wagner et al., 1999; Queitsch et al., 2002).Under
stress it releases the expression (phenotypic expression) of a variety of mutations in the
developmental control proteins which had been accumulating until then.

4.3.2.3 Fast and slow evolution
Successive and rapid micro-evolutional events, happening in an organism or in its proteins is
called fast evolution. If these events occur relatively rare and sluggish, then it is termed as
slow evolution. Slow evolution can be witnessed mainly in organisms which are under
positive or neutral environmental pressure. As a slow evolving organism which experiences
negative selection pressure would have entered the endangered list or would have gone
extinct.

4.3.2.4 Environment's role
The environment which is an external factor also plays the prominent role in shaping the
evolution of organisms. Some organisms like the puffer fish have had such severe 'negative
environmental pressure' (purifying selection) that they lost the extra genes by deletion and
have resulted in having compact genomes. On the other hand fishes in the artic and antartic
have evolved antifreeze proteins which give them an advantage over the environment or in
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other words they are under 'positive environmental pressure' (adaptive selection). There exists
a third type of external pressure which is the 'neutral environmental pressure' seen in
organisms like the lungfish and coelacanth. This neutral pressure allows them to continue
having their rudimentary hind legs instead of fins. It is also due to this neutral environmental
pressure that D. discoideum has a myriad of actin genes.

4.3.2.5 Species branding factors &'hypothesis of species branding'
Species branding factors (SBFs) are the molecular factors which spear head the process of
speciation, these factors tag a given species there by preventing it from reproducing with any
other species. Some of the proteins involved during fertilization are good examples for
species branding factors. These proteins are part of all the three steps of fertilization; thus they
ensure species-specificity at multiple levels:
1) Chemotaxis of sperm occurs at a species specific manner and has been documented in
several species of echinoderms, molluscs, urochordates, and cnidarians(Miller, 1985; Yoshida
et al., 1993). The protein 'resact' attracts the sperm migration in sea urchin, Arbacia
punctulata(Ward et al., 1985).
2) Sperm and egg interaction is also species specific. Surface protein of the sperm such as
'bindins' attach with receptors such as 'EBR1' on the egg’s vitelline membrane seen in sea
urchins(Kamei and Glabe, 2003). In the mouse sperm a trans-membrane protein called
'fertilin', enables its binding to the protein 'integrin' on the egg plasma membrane(Yuan et al.,
1997; Alberts, 2002; Evans and Florman, 2002).
3) Fusion of the nuclei from the egg and sperm is also species specific, which is brought by
'fusogenic' proteins similar to 'HA protein' of influenza virus(Plotch et al., 1999; Hamilton et
al., 2012)and the 'F protein' of Sendai virus (Bagai et al., 1993). Bindin and fertilin are also
believed to promote cell fusion in sea urchins and mouse, respectively.
Nuclear gate keepers (NGK) (Capelson et al., 2011) are proteins which are stationed at the
nuclear pores where they prevent the entry of genetic material from another species through
viruses. They are highly species specific and thus prevent breeding across species. Proteins
such as bindin and NGK are probably the fastest evolving proteins and are believed to diverge
rapidly when compared to other proteins of the organism. They brand a given species, prevent
its interbreeding and enable it to diverge far from the parental species. They probably are also
the molecular basis behind the classical definition of species; which says that a species does
not interbreed with another species.
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Prokaryotes which do not have a nucleus and so the NGK are also known to have evolved
similar mechanisms to protect and brand the host genome. Archaebacteria as well as
eubacteria possess the restriction-modification system; (Wilson, 1991; Wilson and Murray,
1991)which chop any foreign DNA entering the hostcell. They would also safeguard and
brand their genome by methylating it at unique sites. Codon bias and GC content which varies
between organisms play a vital role in branding, by providing the host DNA an upper hand
over any foreign DNA that might have sneaked into the cell.
There are also other genetic factors which aid in species branding and speciation, like the
'interspersed repeats'(Jurka et al., 2011). These repetitive DNA stretches get scattered within
newly evolving 'copies of a gene'. They preserve the new gene from being replaced by the
'original gene' through homologous recombination. The original gene might exist as a
paralogue in the same genome, or might enter from another individual through mating. The
interspersed repeats thereby protect and enable the new copy to diverge by accumulating
mutations and to evolve new functions

4.3.2.6 Quantitative traits
Variations in morphology are seen in members of any species that exists today (at least due to
SNPs).These variations are necessarily not the products of micro-evolution, but are the
quantitative traits brought about by polygenic effects. These traits are nothing but heritable
'fluctuations'. They never contribute to the gradual process of evolution because the
population still remains as a single species, is interbreedable and the traits are mostly
''reversible''. They are the reason behind the variations seen in Mendel's peas; for example the
height, which has been known to 'fluctuate between generations' and has not continued to
increase through evolution. The different breeds of dogs may also be treated as quantitative
traits, because of their ability to interbreed and the reversibility of certain traits. Though
micro-evolution happens today, what appears like gradual evolution in most cases is actually
heritable 'fluctuations' (quantitative traits)(Paran and Zamir, 2003; Mackay et al., 2009;
Plomin et al., 2009), which are rather widespread. The effects of quantitative traits on
paleontology, where classification is primarily done based on morphology, remains an open
question. Especially some of the admired 'transitional fossils' (missing links) with finegradations in morphology might not be the products of micro-evolution, but be variants
brought about by quantitative traits. Fossils of these variants which slightly differ in
morphology, could enable the curators to arrange them as 'series of specimens' and to present
them as evidence for the 'different stages of progression' of micro-evolution.
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Obvious quantitative traits produce several morphological variations which tend to fluctuate.
So it would be better not to use morphological variations as a criterion, when gauging the
fine-gradations of 'micro-evolution' in the organisms that exist today. But it would be wise to
use the''degree of incapacity to interbreed'' (hybridize) caused by the divergence of species
branding factors, as the chief criterion to measure the progress of micro-evolution.

4.3.2.7 Species concepts
1) Interbreeding evasion: From the classical definition, species are a group of organisms
which are not capable of interbreeding with other species in the wild. During micro-evolution
when speciation begins the newly formed variants mostly prefer mating with similar variants
(inbreeding), than interbreeding with dissimilar variants. For example: two groups of
Drosophila

pseudoobscura

were

fed

with

two

different

food

types

for

eight

generations(Dodd, 1989). At the end of the experiment they preferred mating only with those
individuals, who have consumed the same food type (similar variants), over mating with those
that had consumed the other food type (dissimilar variants). In this sense Drosophila
pseudoobscura consuming a certain type of fruit for successive generations, will avoid
breeding with variants of the same species which have been consuming another type of food
for several generations.
The interruption in breeding between morphologically identical successors of Drosophila
pseudoobscura (reproductive isolation) may be due to factors such as the epigenic switches
like methylation. They could isolate the 'new variant' of a species by avoiding it from mating
with other members of the same species, there by initiating the origination of a new
species.There is also the possibility that the reproductive isolation could be due to simple
reasons such as preference due to body odor, caused by consuming different food types. In
any case interbreeding evasion could be an initiating factor in the long run towards speciation.
2) Interbreeding in captivity: Some variants are capable of interbreeding in captivity, while
they do not normally interbreed in the wild. These breeds have diverged such that they
interbreed readily under lab conditions (captivity) but interbreed less often in the nature
(wild). For example: interbreeding has been reported between several species of Darwin's
finches which interbreed more often in the lab than in the wild. Because of their ability to
interbreed these species can no more be considered as distinct species, but have to be regarded
as different breeds (dissimilar variants) of a single species. After Darwin had left the
Galapagos Islands, continued research on the Darwin's finches has observed that the different
species of finches that were celebrated by Darwin do in fact interbreed with each other even
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in the wild. Geospiza fortis has been reported to interbreed with G. magnirostris(Huber et al.,
2007), G. fuliginosa interbreed with G. fortis(Grant P. R., 1994), G. scandens interbreed with
G. fortis(Grant and Grant, 2002).
Recent studies in molecular biology on Darwin’s finches confirm that their beak morphology
is the outcome of five different genes (polygenic) (Mallarino et al., 2011) i.e. Bmp4,
Calmodulin, TgfβIIr, β-catenin, Dkk3. This adds support to the view that the different species
of Darwin's finches can be considered as mere variations and those that interbreed may
actually belong to a single species.
Reports of the different species of Darwin's finches interbreeding in the wild, questions the
very definition of species. The classical definition of species, as organisms which do not
interbreed with other species in the wild, seems to be fragile and may need an update.
3) Interbreeding invitro: As speciation diverges the dissimilar variants further, they are
capable of interbreeding only in the lab through invitro fertilization, and not even in captivity.
This could be because of some 'species branding factors' which have diverged quickly. This
could include the cell surface proteins which are needed for the cell entry process of the
sperm. Invitro fertilization overrides these proteins by injection of the sperm directly into the
cytoplasm. For example: sickle back fishes are found in the northern hemisphere where their
different species vary in features like body size, body shape, presence or absence of the
defensive armor, size & pattern of skeletal structures, etc.. More than 40 different species of
stickleback fishes have been classified. Among them some species can interbreed through
laboratory mating, while there are some other species which can interbreed only through in
vitro fertilization(Bell, 1994; Chouard, 2010). Because the variants yield to interbreeding
through invitro manipulationsmeans that they have not diverged far enough to be called
distinct species. Therefore, they can be considered only as 'un-established species'.
4) Fully branded species: With further deviation of the diverged variants, their 'species
branding process' gets completed. As a result they can never interbreed either in the wild or in
captivity and even with the help of invitro techniques like invitro fertilization. At this stage
they may be authenticated as separate species or as stable morphological forms. These stable
species might have the potency to establish them in large numbers and to leave behind ample
fossils.
A stable species is one which has distinguished its species branding factors far-away from its
species of origin. As widely accepted a species radiates into different morphological variants;
when a new niche is born or when a former niche gets vacant, following a mass extinction
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event or due to artificial selection. From the text above it is evident that, all these progenitors
of a species like a few finch varieties and some sickle back fish variants may not be classified
as different species because of their interbreeding behaviors; but could be considered as
different morphological variants or subspecies. It could take a while until stable species
emerge out from among these variants. These stable species are capable of leaving behind the
ample amount of fossils required to be discovered through excavations in the future.

4.3.2.8 Prospects of micro-mutation
1) Micro-mutations in species branding factors (SBFs):
Micro-mutations happening in the genes of species branding factors (SBF) might result in the
origin of a new sub-species. These new subspecies over time could speciate/ radiate in to new
species. This process of speciation may employ the different species concepts by passing
through different stages of speciation like inter-breeding evasion, capacity of inter-breeding
only in captivity, capacity of inter-breeding only by in vitro means, establishment of stable
species. These radiating new species get adapted to the environment by occupying a microniche.
2) Micro-mutation happening in non-SBF genes
 Most micro-mutations result in new genotypes. These new genotypes are primarily due to
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are not known to exhibit a phenotype.
 Relatively rarely new phenotypes are produced by micro-mutations. This is the result of
SNPs that are capable of exhibiting a phenotype. These SNPs could be associated with
quantitative traits (QTL) which produce the different morphological variants or breeds.

4.3.2.9 Prospects of macro-mutation
Macro-mutations almost always result in macro-evolution by bringing about major changes to
the genome which most likely would include the SBFs.
Case 1: Genome level duplication
Following a genome level duplication event, changes could have taken place to the SBFs. But
because copies of the original SBFs are present; this will permit continued mating with the
parental population, resulting in hybrids. With the huge incrementations to the genome
produced as a result of the duplication, it would probably take at least a few generations for
the organism to settle down into a relatively stable form. The mutant mating with the parental
population would only assist the smooth occurrence of this process. Over time hybrid SBFs
would be generated which would enable inbreeding only among the new hybrids. The
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intensity of phenotypical change brought about by this event will determine if a new species,
or a genus or order or class is produced. With new features not found in any of its relatives;
the organism would sneak into a new ecological niche if possible into a new ecosystem,
thereby adopting a new environment. This way fishes could have adopted the arctic or
antarctic environments.
Case 2: Macro-mutation not involving SBFs
This case of macro-mutation results in vast differences in between the parental species and the
derived species, as compared to the variation in morphology found among the members of
parental species or the derived species. As not much change occurred to the SBFs, despite of
vast morphological differences (produced by the non-SBF genes), these two species are
capable of mating to produce offspring. In many cases the offsprings are sterile. For example:
Tiger and lion though belonging to different species can mate to produce offspring; similarly
horse and donkey can mate producing the mule, which is mostly sterile.
Looking at the punctuations seen in the fossils, one can imagine that macro-mutations mostly
lead the vertical evolutionary process, while micro-mutations contributed mainly towards
horizontal (lateral) evolution.

Micro and macro-evolutions from a paleontological perspective:

Old Fossil

Micro‐evolution

Old Fossil

Macroevolutionary
event

Variants

Newer
Fossil

Figure 30: A depiction of micro- and macro-evolution in terms of fossil records.

4.3.2.10 Evolution in action
While the neo-darwinian views insist on evolution only through gradualism the other
darwinian concepts like selection, adaptation, survival etc. are widely acknowledged as
visible proofs for evolution happening even today. To quote a few examples of evolution in
action: environmental selection either natural or artificial (the peppered moth Biston
betularia) (Hart et al., 2010), the survivor is the fittest and it can propagate (the cane toad of
Australia) (Urban et al., 2007), adaptation to the environment (Italian wall lizard Podarcis
sicula evolution in the island of Pod Mrčaru (Losos et al., 2001)(possibly macro-evolution),
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the yellow bellied three-toed lizard Saiphos equalis of Australia which either lays eggs or
gives live birth as an adaptation to coastal regions or inland area(Linville et al., 2010),
adaptive variations (Darwin's finches)(Petren et al., 2005; Tebbich et al., 2010), evolution of
drug resistancein bacteria(Albrich et al., 2004; Bennett, 2008), and viruses(Chen et al., 2004;
Yim et al., 2006)(mostly saltation), etc.

4.3.3 Cambrian explosion
Cambrian explosion of life forms is biology's equivalent to the big-bang;(Levinton, 1992;
Kerr, 1993; Nash, 1995; Thomas et al., 2000) as major groups of animal fossils (evolutionary
novelties) can be obtained from just this layer on earth, compared to any other layer. A vast
variety of new 'body plans' emerged in the cambrian period. Aquatic animals belonging to
about 50 distinct phyla appeared abruptly, which includes representatives of almost all the 35
phyla which live today. Apart from these, fossils show that at least 15 other phyla must have
lived during the cambrian, which later went extinct. Surprisingly only those phyla found in
the cambrian seas have evolved further into the land animals we see today, hardly any new
phyla have originated ever since the cambrian era. Missing links which connect the cambrian
phyla with fossils that predates the cambrian are hardly found. Which suggests that these
phyla abruptly came into existence only during the cambrian period. Apart from this, missing
links connecting these distinct phyla to one another have also not been found. The variety of
fossils found in the cambrian is an explosion of life, provided the relatively meager range of
fossils found in the pre-cambrian periods. The distribution of cambrian beds across different
continents, emphasizes the fact that this was a global event. Cambrian explosion started at
about 543 mya ('million years ago') according to the 'international sub-commission on
cambrian stratigraphy' (2002) and occurred within a short period of 5-10 million
years(Bowring et al., 1993; Monastersky, 1993). In relative terms this episode took place in a
fraction of time when compared to the 3.8 billion years of life on earth (eoarchean
era)(Mulkidjanian et al., 2012). But the factors which caused this event to occur and to end
are mysteries, which remain largely unanswered even today.
The extrinsic or environmental factor which caused this event are believed to be an influx of
oxygen (Saltzman et al., 2011) in the cambrian atmosphere; as seen from the traces of ironoxide (Klein, 2005) found in the cambrian rock layers. This oxygen is believed to have been
released through the aerobic bacteria and photosynthetic phytoplankton, cyanobacteria &
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algae which had evolved before this event (Jackson and Cheetham, 1990). Oxygenation of
deep oceans (Fike et al., 2006; Robert and Chaussidon, 2006)enabled the origin of large
bodied animals(Butterfield, 2009). The evolution of lungs and gills supported the increased
requirement of oxygen by these large body forms; as compared to oxygen assimilation
through the skin which was in use until then. The cooling of the surface of the earth by thenis
also believed to have supported the cambrian explosion.
Fossil evidences prove that very slow evolution had happened in the periods before the
cambrian era and ever since the conclusion of the era (Arthur, 1997). So the only way to
explain the explosive cambrian evolution and the swift appearance of phenotypic novelties is
that: it had happened through fast and abrupt transitions, in other words by mega-evolution. In
this work the author has attempted to explain cambrian explosion and mega-evolution using
his evo-nhancer hypothesis.

4.3.3.1 Mega evolution / super evolution / enhanced evolution
Successive macro-evolutional events which result in a diversity of organisms within a
relatively short period of evolutionary time is called mega-evolution or super-evolution. This
process is believed to have involved rare macro-mutational events like gene/genome level
duplications, polysomy, polyploidy etc. together with intermittent micro-mutational events
which as a whole provided a huge amount of genetic variation to the organisms. The cambrian
era of evolution is a typical example for super-evolution.
The huge variations in morphology seen among the cambrian fossils was most likely due to
mutations in the developmental genes like Hox, DII, MyoD, Pax-6, Sog, Bmp-4
etc.(Levinton, 2008) which gave rise to the major body plans (phyla) that we see even today.
A good example is the antenapedia mutant of Drosophilamelanogaster(Abbott and Kaufman,
1986; Randazzo et al., 1993; Ronshaugen et al., 2002) which demonstrates that even small
mutations could bring about a huge morphological variation such as the antenna getting
replaced by leg-like organs. So on empirical basis there need not be hundreds of millions of
years to pass by for a new body form to develop(Doebley et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1999;
Wang et al., 2005). Mega-evolution has the ability to generate radically new morphological
novelties within a few million years.
But it is relatively easier for one to interpret mega-evolution or its smaller cousin macroevolution as cumulative effects of gradual changes to morphology over eons of microevolution, by not paying any attention to the fossil-evidences.
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4.3.3.2 Evo-nhancer hypothesis
To explain cambrian explosion which happened through mega-evolution, and their fossil
evidences exhibiting punctuated equilibrium (Gould, 1977; Gould and Eldredge, 1993) one
could propose a putative molecule called evo-nhancer. Evo-nhancer is most likely a protein
which played the role of a master switch that enhanced the activity of other proteins which
caused

molecular

events

like

duplications,

mutations,

recombination,

deletions,

polyploidization etc. These are caused by enzymes like recombinase, transposase etc.
According to the evo-nhancer hypothesis, evo-nhancer is believed to be the intrinsic or
biological factor behind all the rapid changes which took place during cambrian evolution.
Given the relatively slow pace of evolution seen from the fossils that lived prior to the
cambrian explosion, it is highly unlikely that the evo-nhancer molecule had existed by that
time. The protein evo-nhancer most likely came in to existence at the start of the cambrian
era, due to mutations in an ancestral protein of the evo- nhancer. This mutation might have
been caused by reactive oxygen species(Hsie et al., 1986) found in the oxygen rich
atmosphere which had existed at the start of cambrian era.
According to the presumed process evo-nhancer leads to active changes inside the cell, which
leads to massive changes in the genotype and phenotype of the organisms resulting in megaevolution. This active evolutionary process possibly occurred in individuals/tiny groups of a
population, independent of other individuals/tiny groups and at random with the amount of
change in between them varying. These individuals/tiny groups could be called 'transitionspecies' which left the ecological niche they had occupied till then and moved to colonize new
niches, thereby 'adopting' an environment. This process of active evolution and colonization
had repeated time and again resulting in cambrian life forms exploring new niches and
colonizing the earth. In the middle of these repeating cycles, the evo-nhancer protein could
have been lost in some individuals/tiny groups of a population, more likely due to deletion or
mutation of the gene that coded for the evo-nhancerprotein. These individuals/tiny groups
known as 'pro-species' might have continued to stay in the niche they had colonized 'reaching
fixation' and, failing to evolve into organisms higher than them. These pro-species would
have got well adapted to their niche through micro-evolution and could have evolved over the
years into the species we see today.
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The process of mega-evolution which happened during the cambrian era occurred like a chain
reaction leading to an explosion of life forms on earth. This process probably halted; when the
evo-nhancer molecules were all lost by deletion or dissipation, and probably also because of
some environmental factors. Evo-nhancer as of today, is assumed be an 'extinct molecule'.
There is also a rare possibility that dormant versions of the evo-nhancer exist as pseudogenes
in some life forms. After the cambrian explosion, mega-evolution slowed down in pace and
micro-evolution and macro-evolution took over its place. One can assume that even in the
periods before the cambrian era, organisms could have evolved only through micro-evolution
and macro-evolution.
Though a variety of new phyla originated during the relatively short period of the cambrian
era few phyla did originate in the periods prior to and since the cambrian, but this happened
rarely. This probably happened by intermittent or sudden expression of the additive micromutations (to the genotype) spanning inumerous generations, or due to sporadic events of
macro-mutation which gave rise to hopeful monsters (Page et al., 2010).
Some scientists believe that Hox genes were the 'prime biological factors'(Grenier et al.,
1997; de Rosa et al., 1999)behind the cambrian explosion. But if that would have been the
case then the cambrian era would have ended with the extinction of the prime factor Hox. But
Hox exists even today; this only suggests that Hox was not the main biological factor but that
it might have stayed under the control of another regulator, which is assumed to be or like the
evo-nhancer protein. Also, if Hox would have been the prime factor then the continued
presence of Hox would have led to further mega-evolutionary events in the eons that followed
the cambrian, which is not known to have occurred.
As a fact, mutations do not always result in the victorious 'hopeful monsters'(Theissen, 2006,
2009). Indeed, most mutation events result in the unsuccessful 'hopeless monsters'. But
because mega-evolution happened swiftly and was more intense, the amount of successful
mutants produced by this process was significantly higher, as indicated by the variety of
cambrian fossils. The hopeless monsters obviously got filtered out through natural selection.
Thus both mutation and natural selection influence evolution, which is aptly known as 'dual
causation'(Stoltzfus, 2006).

4.3.3.3 Support for mega-evolution
Mega-evolution being an event which happened way back in time cannot be explained with
living examples, and can possibly be explained only through analogies.
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Invivo studies in recent years have come up with new varieties of plants which have been
made by exposing them to mutating radiations, mutating chemicals etc. This process is
followed by the selection of the desired variety of plants(Wright et al., 2005; Burgess et al.,
2007)(artificial selection). This analogy shows that: if nature were to develop a new species in
a similar way and in a relatively short span of time then these mutations should have
happened through a master mutator like evo-nhancer, followed by natural selection.
Activation-Induced Deaminase (AID) mediated 'antibody diversification' and 'somatic
hypermutation' is a good analogy to explain how fast and how much variation could be
brought about within a single generation. During antibody generation especially the 'affinity
maturation of B cells'(Teng and Papavasiliou, 2007; Weiser et al., 2011)AID-mediated
somatic hypermutations occur at the variable regions of antigen-binding coding sequences,
resulting in thousands of slightly different immunoglobulins, which are followed by 'clonal
selection'. AID is presently believed to be the master regulator of the secondary antibody
diversification process. AID can be considered as a scaled down version of the evo-nhancer
principle and is a living proof of super-evolution.
Huge numbers of genetic variations similar to those generated by AID have been successfully
reproduced invitro through a process known as 'directed evolution'(Turner, 2003; Rubin-Pitel
and Zhao, 2006; Worsdorfer et al., 2011). Random errors are introduced into the DNA of a
given protein through PCR using an error prone DNA polymerase. This is followed by
expression and selection of those mutant proteins which exhibits increased efficiency. The
loop continues by expecting incrimination of efficiency with each loop, until the desired
mutant protein is obtained. The analogy shows that mutations don't have to be necessarily
harmful but that beneficial mutations do happen in reality, provided the right selection
environment exists.
These analogies not only add support to the 'hypothesis of enhanced evolution', they also
confirm it. By philosophizing logically if rapid evolution could take place in these cases, then
in the presence of a master mechanism like evo-nhancement evolution would have certainly
happened at a fast pace. It also shows that a cambrian organism would have possessed
'evolvability' due to the presence of the internal factor evo-nhancer.

4.3.3.4 Advantages of the evo-nhancer hypothesis
Evo-nhancer and its role in mega-evolution can be compared to Occam's razor; according to
which "the simplest explanation for an observed phenomenon is more likely to be accurate
when compared to more complicated explanations" (Thorburn, 1915).Consequently, evo112
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nhancement would explain the observed facts of cambrian fossil evidences, punctuated
equilibrium and mega-evolution in 'a much simpler fashion' as compared to many other
theories.It even explains the molecular basis behind the morphological discontinuity seen in
the fossils and elucidated by the punctuated equilibrium theory (Gould, 1977; Gould and
Eldredge, 1993).It also can explain the mechanisms by which the different phyla came into
existence and how they diverged to finally colonize the earth.

4.3.4 Resurfacing of past theories
The recent availability of genome information is making the evolutionary histories of many
organisms to be re-written(Brown, 1999; Dalton, 2010). The advent of the genomic era is also
generating new evidences to support former theories of evolution like lamarckism. In a debate
between gradual versus punctuated change one could make an educated guess that darwinism
is right in the sense that gradualism does occur often at the genotypic level. Saltationism is
also right in its own sense that 'morphological discontinuity/punctuation' occur typically at the
phenotypic level, seen as noticeable changes to the morphology.

4.3.4.1 Neo-lamarckism and epigenetic inheritance
Surprisingly, the discarded theory of lamarckism has also earned recognition in recent years
as neo-lamarckism or soft-inheritance. According to which characteristics acquired during an
individual's lifetime can be transmitted to their offspring in non-mendelian ways.
Epigenetics(Casadesus and Low, 2006; Chahwan et al., 2010; Banister, 2011; Chahwan et al.,
2011) explain how this non-genetic inheritance happens and describes the molecular events
behind
it. The environment is known to affect regulatory proteins like hormones which in turn
methylate the DNA at unique sites, thereby switching on and off the expression of specific
genes. Though this DNA gets inherited the mendelian way by being bonded to it the
modifications, e.g. methylation,are possibly passed on as well. Therefore, the genes are
inherited either switched on or off which in turn influences the phenotypic characters of the
new generation. So in the end, characters acquired during one's lifetime would be passed on to
his progeny by epigenetic inheritance. It should be emphasized however, that basic research
on epigenetics currently move with high speed on a sometimes meandering track; i.e. all
current hypotheses about epigenetic inheritance should be taken with a grain of salt.
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4.4 Natural history of earth(Cohen, 2012)
1) When the earth was formed, it was a ball of hot gases. Geological records dating the earth's
earliest rocks indicate that earth is about 4.6 billion years old (the hadean period).
2)The hot earth initially must have been surrounded by a thick cloud of gases and steam
which formed its atmosphere. This thick cloud might have been several kilometers high and
because of it sunlight would have hardly reached the surface of the earth.
3) As earth started cooling, water vapor in the cloud had slowly begun condensing in to liquid
water. This water must have got collected at the fissures on the surface of the earth. The
clearance of the clouds must have initiated the formation of the earth's atmosphere. Chemical
evolution most likely took place in the pools of water accompanied by lightning and radiation,
leading to the formation of the basic building blocks of life like the self replicating RNA,
amino acids etc.. This probably led to the formation of a proto-cell from polymers
(coacervation theory). It is also discussed that the proto-cell arrived from somewhere in space
through asteroid impact on earth.
4) Biological evolution started in the eoarchean era of the archean period, with the primordial
life developing in to archaebacteria. These bacteria used sulphur and other chemicals to gain
their energy. Being thermophiles they lived in the hot waters & thrived in the anerobic
environment. The paleoarchean era followed with the emergence of the first known oxygenproducing bacteria as indicated by the oldest among definitive microfossils. These aerobicbacteria slowly raised the concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere thereby pushing the
archaea to secluded anaerobic locations on earth like deep ocean vents and hot springs, where
they survive till this day.
Cyanobacteria, phytoplanktons etc. evolved in the mesoarchean era in water bodies, which
started the process of photosynthesis with the available sunlight. Stromatolites of cyanobateria
discovered in Australia are among the oldest macro-fossils found till now, they date back to
3.485 billion years ago (the archaean period)(Grotzinger and Knoll, 1999; Allwood et al.,
2006). They also released the byproduct oxygen, which made the earth's atmosphere rich in
oxygen (orosirian era) and might also have lead to the formation of the ozone layer. The
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ozone layer acted (still acts) as a shield protecting life forms from harmful UV radiations
there by promoting the evolution of advanced life forms. Statherian era gave rise to the first
complex single celled organisms, in other words the protists with nuclei (eukaryotes).
5) Meanwhile geological evolution was also happening in parallel with columbia being the
first primordial supercontinent which led to the rodinia supercontinent (tonian era) and then
the supercontinent of pangaea (permian era) which then split to produce the various continents
that exist today. These changes happened as a result of the continuous motion of tectonic
plates. This movement of earth's crust created the environmental niches much needed for the
evolution of life like water pockets, lakes, mountains, valleys, seas, islands and oceans.
6) As earth was cooling further nearly all the remaining clouds condensed in to liquid water,
leaving behind an almost clear atmosphere. This allowed ample sunlight to reach the surface
of the earth which only enhanced the amount of photosynthesis done on earth. Moon light was
also able to reach the earth's surface which initiated nocturnal life styles.
7) As the waters got oxygenated by the photosynthetic prokaryotes, eukaryotes started to
emerge followed by soft bodied aquatic life. These precambrian life forms include
goodfossilsof the firstmulti-celled animals like theediacaran biota,simplefossilsof a wormliketrichophycus, the firstsponges,trilobitomorphs etc. There were also enigmatic soft-jellied
creatures which were shaped like bags, disks, or quilts.
8) The cambrian period followed (543 mya)(Conway Morris, 2000),the most significant
among all periods of earth's history. Because within a relatively short span of 5-10 million
years, it produced the largest assortment of fossils that have been ever found. This cambrian
explosion is believed to have given rise to most of the modern animal phyla, apart from the
many other phyla which have gone extinct.
9)Biological evolution which started out in the water with small photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic life forms, continued on in the land giving rise to the non-aquatic (terrestrial)
members of the plant and animal kingdom.
The evolution of the plant kingdom continued on land consecutively with the first green
plants originating (mid ordovician period), followed by the first vascular plants (silurian), first
clubmosses, ferns and horsetails, the first seed-bearing plants and the first trees (devonian),
the first coal forests (pennsylvanian), first true gymnosperms & mosses (permian).
The evolution of the animal kingdom on land continued successively with first amphibians
and first wingless insects (devonian), the first land vertebrates (mississipian), first reptiles
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(pennsylvanian), first mammals & crocodiles (triassic), first birds and lizards (jurassic), first
apes (miocene), first large mammals (paleocene).
10) During early evolution some free living bacteria were subjected to get into a symbiotic
relationship with some eukaryotes by entering their cells and becoming one of their
organelles, they are now known as mitochondria. This event initiated the evolution of the
animal and plant kingdoms. There were some photosynthetic free living bacteria which
entered these transformed eukaryotic cells and became an organelle now known as
chloroplast, thereby giving rise to the evolution of the plant kingdom.
11) Humans are believed to be the most advanced among organisms. This is indicated by the
large brain to body ratio seen in humans. In molecular terms humans have the largest
collection of transcription factors amongst all sequenced animals. These evidences only show
that the human body (especially the brain) is the most regulated or in other words the most
complex among all organisms.
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PAGE
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Polymerase Chain Reaction
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Tris EDTA
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